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ABSTRACT 

 

The primary goal of the proposed research is to identify how stress is internalized to 

affect cognitive functioning and increase the risk for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD).  

Dysfunctional stress reactivity has been proposed to be a risk factor for ongoing affective 

distress, yet mechanisms underlying this process remain unexplained. The medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been implicated in the etiology of MDD, in the reactivity to 

stress, as well as in the adaptation of behavior to reinforcement.  The combined activities 

of this particular neural system identify it as a focal node by which stress may be 

internalized to affect cognitive, emotional, and behavioral functioning.  The experiments 

detailed here examined electroencephalographic (EEG) features that reflect cognitive 

control functions in the mPFC.  Participants underwent EEG assessment as they 

completed a reinforcement (reward and punishment) learning task sensitive to mPFC-

basal ganglia functioning, both with and without a laboratory stress manipulation.  This 

experiment assessed how stress reactivity altered neural systems of reinforcement, and it 

contrasted these same factors with currently depressed individuals.  In this series of 

investigations, we have identified a measure of how, and a possible mechanism by which, 

punishment information is internalized in stress reactivity and in the expression of MDD: 

error and punishment signals are increasingly coupled with the salience of “bad” 

outcomes.  Stress-related alteration of reward and punishment learning systems – 

particularly in the mPFC - is a viable candidate for how dysfunctional stress reactive 

responses are translated into ongoing cognitive and affective distress in depression.   
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Chapter 1 

NEURAL SYSTEMS OF REINFORCEMENT IN STRESS AND DEPRESSION 

 

Stress and Depression 

 Challenges which engage the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the 

system that releases the stress hormone cortisol, have been used to investigate the 

psychological determinants of the stress response. A recent meta-analysis of stressors that 

activate the HPA axis has shown that the factors of uncontrollability and the possibility 

of experiencing shame due to social evaluation are important determinants of cortisol 

reactivity during acute social stress (Dickerson, Gruenewald, & Kemeny, 2004; 

Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004).   Analogous to a cardiovascular stress response, short term 

HPA activation can be facilitative but prolonged activation may be physiologically 

harmful.   

 McEwen’s (1998) theory of allostatic load offers a theoretical basis to interpret 

the maladaptive effects of prolonged stress system activation. Chronic or repeated stress 

reactions could incrementally increase the detrimental toll of corticosteroids on the body, 

eventually facilitating psychological distress.  Dysregulated stress responses are 

hypothesized to be an important risk factor for translating stress into affective disturbance 

(Bale, 2005, 2006; McEwen, 2003), fitting with an allostatic load model, but few studies 

have investigated the role of cognitive control as a factor in the biochemical cascade to 

stress.  Acute HPA reactivity is most reliably elicited with the Trier Social Stress Task 
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(TSST) (Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993), which sets up an exposed failure 

scenario within an uncontrollable socially threatening situation.    

 While the TSST is a well validated methodological tool for activating the HPA 

axis, it is also a potent elicitor of emotion. It has been shown that cognitive and emotional 

appraisals of socially stressful events can alter biological responses, (M. Kemeny, 2003; 

Lerner, Dahl, Hariri, & Taylor, 2007) with shame and negative self-evaluation being 

proposed key determinants of cortisol release (Dickerson, et al., 2004; Dickerson & 

Kemeny, 2004).  Perceptions of social defeat and entrapment have been proposed to be 

key components in the development of anhedonic depression (Gilbert et al., 2002; Gray 

& McNaughton, 2000), while submissive responses including shame may represent 

additional risk factors .  The emotion of shame has been proposed to have evolved from 

submissive social strategies (M. E. Kemeny, Gruenewald, & Dickerson, 2004) and it may 

be a consequence of internalizing negative social evaluation into negative self-evaluation 

(Dickerson, et al., 2004).   

 Proposed risk factors that extend acute stressors into a sustained state are the 

cognitive processes of rumination, perseveration, and negative self-evaluation, which 

may extend the duration of the stress response beyond metabolic need (Brosschot, Pieper, 

& Thayer, 2005; McEwen, 1998). MDD is characterized by similar factors which 

represent sensitivity to social stress, including trait-level individual differences 

(punishment sensitivity, fear of negative evaluation), cognitive facets (negative self-

evaluation and rumination), and emotional propensities (fear, anxiety and shame).  These 

aforementioned factors are all independently associated with a propensity to both 
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withdraw from social activities and exacerbate an allostatic load, both of which may be 

risk factors for MDD.  A recent meta-analysis revealed a prolonged cortisol recovery 

after stress common to depressed individuals (Burke, Davis, Otte, & Mohr, 2005), further 

supporting an allostatic load model of stress sensitivity in MDD.   

 Focused measurement of psychobiological systems could highlight the possible 

pathways by which stress is internalized, prolonged, and ultimately depressogenic; 

however previous investigations have been hindered due to the poor predictive power of 

self-reported affect on cortisol reactivity (Kudielka & Kirschbaum, 2005).  Since the 

HPA axis is stimulated during social stress via the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and 

limbic system (Gold, Drevets, & Charney, 2002; Kudielka & Kirschbaum, 2005), 

measurement of neural activities in these regions may reveal pathways by which 

emotional perturbation affects HPA reactivity and cognitive control.   

 

Neural Systems Involved in Stress and Depression 

 Stress and depression may be characterized as systems disorders with functional 

alterations across neural systems, namely the prefrontal cortex (PFC), hippocampus, 

amygdala, ACC and ventral striatum (Davidson, Pizzagalli, Nitschke, & Putnam, 2002; 

Gershon, Vishne, & Grunhaus, 2007; Mayberg, 2007).  Although there are a multitude of 

cognitive processes ascribed to these varied neural systems, this proposal seeks to 

elucidate processes affected by both stress and depression: reward and punishment 

learning.  One proposed mechanism by which stress affects reinforcement (reward & 

punishment) learning is by altering cognitive control influence over dopaminergic (DA) 
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activities in ventral striatum and ACC.  A thorough understanding of how acute stress 

alters reinforcement learning may reveal mechanisms by which other putative DA-

sensitive functions are compromised in MDD, such as approach motivation , coping 

(Tops, Boksem, Wester, Lorist, & Meijman, 2006), and even positive affect (Gilbert, 

Allan, Brough, Melley, & Miles, 2002).  To this end, neural systems involved in 

reinforcement learning are detailed below, with evidence that stress and depression may 

similarly compromise optimal functioning.  Methodologies for measurement of these 

neural systems are subsequently described, and the experimental design is proposed that 

may be able to reveal mechanisms similarly affected by stress and depression. 

 

Ventral Striatum 

 The ventral section of the basal ganglia is implicated in affective and 

motivationally relevant processing, especially the DA-dependent functions of incentive 

salience and reinforcement learning (Berridge, 2007; Schultz, 1998).  Reinforcement 

learning occurs when feedback relating to the outcome of a behavioral action is given, 

but with no information on how the behavior should be improved.  Phasic DA activities 

are likely mediators of reinforcement learning signals, characterized by enhancements 

when events are better than expected and diminishments when events are worse than 

expected (Schultz, 2002).  Striatal DA projections into cortex are theorized to assist in 

representing event values over time in order to form associative links, with a candidate 

mechanism involving phasic DA activity augmenting cortical glutamatergic NMDA 

receptor sites (Miller, 2000).  Given that the ventral striatum is responsive to immediate 
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rewards and feedback, interaction with frontal cognitive control systems may be 

necessary for optimal responding involving longer-term planning and integration of task 

structure (Hampton, Bossaerts, & O'Doherty, 2006).  

 Diminished striatal DA activity may underlie the lack of approach motivation 

which characterizes one of the cardinal symptoms of depression: anhedonia (Gershon, et 

al., 2007; Horvitz, 2000; Nestler & Carlezon, 2006).  Evidence from a signal detection 

task characterized by stimuli with different reinforcement values has shown that 

individuals with high BDI Melancholia scores lack the reward seeking response present 

in non-depressed individuals (D. A. Pizzagalli, Jahn, & O'Shea, 2005) an effect 

previously interpreted as reflecting altered mesolimbic DA function during reinforcement 

learning (Henriques, Glowacki, & Davidson, 1994).  Bogdan and Pizzagalli  (2006) have 

replicated and extended this finding, showing that acute stress (threat-of-shock or social 

evaluation) impairs this reward seeking bias in non-depressed individuals. 

 The effect of stress on striatal DA tone is thought to depend on the psychological 

state of the organism, where controllable stressors are associated with an increase in DA, 

and uncontrollable stressors are associated with a decrease (Cabib & Puglisi-Allegra, 

1994).  Lack of perceived control over stress may affect reinforcement learning by 

directly altering striatal DA (Nestler & Carlezon, 2006), and corticosteriods have been 

highlighted as mediators of this stress - DA link.  Tonic DA tone in the striatum has been 

shown to be dependent on plasma corticosteroids, being diminished by adrenalectomy 

and subsequently ameliorated by corticosterone treatment (Barrot, et al., 2000).  A recent 

PET ligand study in humans has observed a direct correlation between stress-induced 
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cortisol reactivity and ventral striatal DA activity during an acute stressor, but only in at-

risk individuals (Pruessner, Champagne, Meaney, & Dagher, 2004).  These short-term 

effects demonstrate a positive relationship between cortisol and DA tone, yet this 

relationship may be compromised in uncontrollable and depressogenic conditions (Cabib 

& Puglisi-Allegra, 1994).   

 Sustained stressors have been shown to reduce ventral striatal DA activity over 

time in rats (Imperato, Cabib, & Puglisi-Allegra, 1993), and striatal D2 receptors have 

been shown to be down-regulated in response to chronic social stress in non-human 

primates (Grant, et al., 1998), fitting with an allostatic load model.  Stress-driven 

alteration of ventral striatal DA functioning offers a candidate mechanism by which stress 

may be internalized and ultimately be depressogenic.  Perceived controllability may be 

the fulcrum by which stress reactivity becomes facilitative vs. debilitative.  An appraisal 

of uncontrollability may exacerbate expression of shame, facilitate the release of stress 

hormones, and diminish cognitive control, all to the detriment of implicit reinforcement 

systems. 

   

Anterior Cingulate Cortex 

 The ACC is richly connected by dopaminergic efferents from the Ventral 

Tegmental Area (VTA) which is the genesis of the mesolimbic DA pathway (Paus, 

2001), and it is recurrently connected with the ventral striatum as well (Alexander & 

Crutcher, 1990; Rushworth, Buckley, Behrens, Walton, & Bannerman, 2007).  Data from 

non-human primates indicate approximately one-third of ACC neurons are involved in 
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the DA mediated response modulation related to expected reward (Shidara & Richmond, 

2002).  In this role, DA neurons do not transmit information based on reward value but 

on the expectations of reward, a function commensurable with reinforcement learning 

theory (Horvitz, 2000; Schultz, 1998).  When an event is less rewarding then predicted, 

phasic DA activity falls below baseline, communicating an error signal to (Holroyd & 

Coles, 2002; Sugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2005) or from (Frank, Woroch, & Curran, 

2005) the ACC.    

 The ACC may play a direct role in using error, punishment or conflict information 

to drive changes in behavior when new strategies are required (Cohen & Ranganath, 

2007; Paus, 2001).  Other regulatory-executive functions are also ascribed to the ACC, 

especially as a conflict and performance monitor, which may conceptually include error 

detection functions (Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004).  The ACC may function in a 

cognitive control circuit that integrates performance adaptations on a trial-by-trial basis in 

order to resolve conflict, whether it be error prediction or otherwise.  Neuromodulators 

sensitive to the stress response are in “a powerful position” to alter ACC function (Paus, 

2001).  Corticotropin-releasing factor immuno-reactive neurons are greatest in density in 

the monkey ACC (Lewis, Foote, & Cha, 1989) and lesion studies have implicated the 

ACC as a crucial target site for the negative-feedback effects of glucocorticoids during 

stress (Diorio, Viau, & Meaney, 1993).   

 Salivary cortisol levels directly correlate with the degree of ACC activation 

during error commission, possibly reflecting an intensified salience of conflict (Cavanagh 

& Allen, 2008; Tops, et al., 2006).  The extents to which stress and depressed mood alter 
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error predictions or heighten conflict detection within the ACC are unexplained, and the 

impact these effects would have on cognitive control and ventral striatal functioning is 

unknown.  Reduced tonic activity in the dorsal ACC has been found in depression using 

both PET and EEG methods with subsequent ameliorations predicting recovery from a 

depressive episode, although the mechanisms behind this amelioration are unknown 

(Mayberg, et al., 1997; Mayberg, et al., 1999; D. Pizzagalli, et al., 2001).   Converging 

evidence implicates the ACC as a focal system in both the onset of stress and in the 

experience of depression, highlighting the need for future research into a possible 

common substrate. 

 

Measurement of Reinforcement Learning in Humans 

 A recent computational model of the basal ganglia and PFC offers an empirical 

account of DA function during implicit reinforcement learning (Frank, 2005; Frank, 

Seeberger, & O'Reilly R, 2004).  Simulations of DA bursts increases ‘Go’ learning via 

the D1 receptor, which serves to facilitate motor execution when seeking a reward.  DA 

dips support ‘No-Go’ learning via D2 receptor activity, which inhibits motor execution 

and assists with avoiding punishment.  DA bursts and dips can be reliably elicited in vivo 

via feedback during a reinforcement learning task, where positively valenced feedback 

elicits DA bursts and negative feedback causes DA dips (Schultz, 1998).   The Frank 

(2005) model can be compared to human performance using a custom designed 

probabilistic learning (PL) task .  See Figure 1 for a depiction of this task. 
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Figure 1. Probabilistic learning task.  During training, each pair is presented separately. 
Participants have to select one of the two stimuli, slowly integrating ‘Correct’ and ‘Incorrect’ 
feedback (each stimulus has a unique probabilistic chance of being ‘Correct’) in order to 
maximize their accuracy. During the testing phase, each stimulus is paired with all other 
stimuli and participants must choose the best one, without the aid of feedback. Note that the 
letter and percentage are not presented to the participant, nor are the green boxes 
surrounding the choice.  During the training phase, participants must choose which stimulus 
they feel is correct, without the aid of feedback.  Measures of reward and punishment 
learning are taken from the test phase, hypothesized to reflect the operations of a slow, 
probabilistic integrative system during training. 
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 In this task, participants undergo a forced choice ‘training phase’ of choosing 

between three different probabilistically weighted stimulus pairs [80-20, 70-30 & 60-40 

percent rewarding], where learning is dependent on the utilization of ‘correct’ or 

‘incorrect’ feedback.  These positive and negative feedback outcomes are hypothesized to 

increase ‘Go’ or ‘NoGo’ weights in the striatum, respectively.  Participants undergo 

training trials until they have reached a minimum criterion of choosing the 

probabilistically best stimulus in each pair [the stimuli associated with the 80, 70, & 60 

percent probabilities of reward].  Participants are then tested on all possible pairs of 

stimuli, and the accuracy to learn by seeking reward (Go learning) is defined as the 

accuracy of choosing the 80% rewarding stimulus over 70%, 60%, 40% & 30% stimuli.  

The accuracy to avoid punishment (NoGo learning) is defined as the accuracy of 

avoiding the 20% rewarding stimulus over 70%, 60%, 40% & 30% stimuli.  These 

Go/NoGo metrics are defined by the Frank (2005) model as dependent on ventral 

striatum functioning, since long term integration of reward probability is necessary for 

successful choices in the test phase.   

 

Measurement of Neural System Substrates of Reinforcement Learning 

 Measurements of frontal cortical activity relevant to the cognitive control of 

reinforcement learning may be provided by a class of voltage potentials in the human 

EEG associated with error, punishment and conflict signals in the ACC (Holroyd & 

Coles, 2002; Yeung, Botvinick, et al., 2004).  In motivated performance tasks, an error of 

motor commission elicits the Error-Related Negativity (ERN), peaking around 80ms 
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post-response.  In valenced decision tasks, feedback indicating poor performance or a 

loss of value result in the Feedback-Related Negativity (FRN), peaking around 250ms 

post-stimulus.  Both of these responses have been localized to the dorsal ACC with the 

ERN having further contribution from the rostral ACC (Luu, Tucker, Derryberry, Reed, 

& Poulsen, 2003; Tucker, Luu, Frishkoff, Quiring, & Poulsen, 2003).  Both ERN and 

FRN amplitudes predict better NoGo accuracy in the Frank (2005) probabilistic learning 

task, suggesting that the error-monitoring system of the ACC is intimately involved in 

striatal NoGo learning (Frank, D'Lauro, & Curran, 2007; Frank, et al., 2005).  The ERN 

and FRN appear to be promising metrics for measuring neural systems involved in 

utilizing reinforcement information.  However, two criterion must be met to demonstrate 

their feasibility for this project: 1) the ERN and FRN must be shown to be aspects of a 

similar mediofrontal system that is intimately involved in reinforcement learning, and 2) 

the ERN and FRN must be shown to be sensitive to affect, stress, and depression.   

 

Frontal Theta as a Common Substrate of ERN and FRN 

Any distinct ERP may reflect a unique combination of power enhancement and/or 

phase consistency of underlying oscillatory processes (Fell, et al., 2004; Makeig, 

Debener, Onton, & Delorme, 2004; Min, et al., 2007). Advanced signal processing 

techniques, such as wavelet convolution or the Hilbert transform can reveal separate 

band-specific power and phase relationships within the EEG signal. A growing field has 

identified the frontal midline theta rhythm in the generation of event related mid-frontal 

voltage negativites during conflict and error responses.  The ACC has been shown to 
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generate theta in humans (Wang, Ulbert, Schomer, Marinkovic, & Halgren, 2005) and 

monkeys (Tsujimoto, Shimazu, & Isomura, 2006).  The ERN has been proposed to reflect 

a degree of theta phase synchrony and power enhancement over the medial frontal cortex 

(Cavanagh, Cohen, & Allen, 2009; Trujillo & Allen, 2007), as have the CRN (Cavanagh, 

et al., 2009), and the FRN (Cavanagh, Frank, Klein, & Allen, 2010; Cohen, Elger, & 

Ranganath, 2007; Marco-Pallares, et al., 2008).  The oscillatory perspective further 

implies that these distinct neuroelectric phenomena of the ERN and the FRN may reflect 

a similar underlying neural mechanism.  Theta band activities may reflect general 

mechanism of computation in the ACC, which is modulated in response to punishment, 

error, and immediate behavioral adaptation.  Both the ERN and FRN mid-frontal voltage 

negativities may reflect the activity of a single neural mismatch detection system in 

varied cognitive circumstances. 

 

Integrating EEG and Abstract Computational Models 

 Given that cortical representations of reinforcement are used to compute long-

term response strategies, it is likely that the averaged ERN or FRN is a measure of 

reinforcement bias over the extent of the task.  One convergent method of estimating 

individual reinforcement bias involves applying a classic reinforcement learning 

algorithm known as Q-learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998) to the participant’s ongoing 

choices.  The expected value of a stimulus-response conjunction (the ‘Q’ value) is 

updated in proportion to the difference between the experienced feedback and the current 

Q value (the so-called ‘prediction error’), scaled by a learning rate (Sutton & Barto, 
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1998).  FRN amplitude may reflect the degree of this prediction error, providing a 

sensitive index of perceived reinforcement value.  Cohen and Ranganath (2007) have 

recently revealed that as the expected value of the stimulus-response conjunction (the ‘Q’ 

value) changed, the binned FRN amplitude was largest for the most deviant prediction 

errors.  Obviously, single-trial analyses of the EEG would be necessary to intimately link 

neural measures to ongoing behavior.  This requirement obviates the ERP method of 

EEG analysis; however, this is simple to do with an oscillatory approach.  

 It has been hypothesized that PFC-ACC and striatal systems learn separate 

estimates of Q values in parallel, with different effective learning rates (Frank, Moustafa, 

Haughey, Curran, & Hutchison, 2007).  The Q-learning algorithm has been used to 

predict performance on the aforementioned PL task, successfully separating fast PFC-

ACC learning rates during training from slow striatal learning rates that are expressed 

during testing (Frank, Moustafa, et al., 2007). To date, no experiments have integrated Q-

learning metrics with EEG for investigations of stress and mood.  

 

ERN and FRN are Sensitive to Affect 

 A number of independent studies imply that the ERN/FRN (and associated theta 

activities) communicate more than just a signal of error in the ACC; they are also 

moderated by trait-level psychological disposition and state-dependent motivationally 

relevant information, with larger negativities correlating with negative affective states 

and higher behavioral consequences (Dikman & Allen, 2000; Hajcak, Moser, Yeung, & 

Simons, 2005; Luu, et al., 2003).  These characteristics of the ERN/FRN provide a 
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unique opportunity for measurement of central nervous system activities which may be 

modulated by trait and state variables sensitive to a social evaluative stressor.  Both the 

ERN and the FRN have been shown to be larger in MDD vs. control samples (Chiu & 

Deldin, 2007; Tucker, et al., 2003), providing evidence that error monitoring activities 

are altered during a depressive episode.   

 No studies have expressly investigated the consequences of stress or depression 

on reinforcement learning using mediofrontal theta or the ERN, but recent data from our 

lab support the use of the ERN methodology to predict consequences of the human stress 

response.  Cavanagh and Allen (2008) have recently shown that baseline ERN amplitude 

predicts subsequent cortisol reactivity to an acute social evaluative stressor, possibly by 

indexing a shared sensitivity to the psychological mechanism of trait punishment 

sensitivity.  However, during acute stress, the ERN is modulated in an inverted-U fashion 

depending on individual differences in punishment sensitivity.   

 

Measuring How Stress is Internalized to Affect Reinforcement Learning 

 The specific way that stress acts as a risk factor for MDD is largely unexplained.  

One candidate mechanism for the internalization of stress may involve the appraisal of 

uncontrollability, which may exacerbate expression of shame reactivity, cortisol release, 

and altered cognitive control over reinforcement.   Given that a social evaluative stressor 

makes salient the possibility of exposed failure, the theta band oscillatory substrate of the 

FRN and ERN may be sensitive measures of how the emotional salience of feedback is 

altered during social stress with the consequence of altering NoGo learning.  Thus, the 
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concurrent measurements of EEG potentials sensitive to stress-induced frontal cortical 

functioning (mediofrontal theta) and reinforcement learning biases (NoGo bias, Q 

learning rates) may reveal mechanisms by which stress reactivity alters reinforcement 

learning functions.  This proposed series of experiments will not only provide an 

assessment of mechanisms by which vulnerability factors interact with stress reactivity 

for risk of MDD, it will also measure how these same factors are functioning in currently 

depressed individuals. 

 

Methods and Aims 

The proposed study will utilize the probabilistic learning task developed by Frank 

et al. (2004) in depressed participants and in non-depressed participants in a social 

evaluative threat condition similar to Cavanagh and Allen (2008).  This design will allow 

for the characterization of: 1) how distinct frontal cortical and striatal systems involved in 

reinforcement learning become functionally compromised during high stress reactivity, 

and 2) whether specific neural systems compromised by stress in highly vulnerable 

individuals share similarities with neural functioning in depressed individuals.  This 

proposal will test the following aims on a sample of university undergraduates: 

 

Aim 1: To demonstrate that the theta band reflection of the Feedback-Related Negativity 

(FRN) reflects the use of punishment information for reinforcement learning.   
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Aim 2: To identify whether stress alters punishment-related reinforcement learning 

systems in non-depressed participants, as indexed by frontal theta and performance.    

 

Aim 3: To identify whether punishment-related reinforcement learning systems (as 

indexed by frontal theta and performance) are altered in depression.   
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Chapter 2 

FRONTAL THETA LINKS PREDICTION ERRORS TO BEHAVIORAL 

ADAPTATION IN REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 
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Abstract 

Investigations into action monitoring have consistently detailed a fronto-central voltage 

deflection in the Event-Related Potential (ERP) following the presentation of negatively 

valenced feedback, sometimes termed the Feedback Related Negativity (FRN).  The FRN 

has been proposed to reflect a neural response to prediction errors during reinforcement 

learning, yet the single trial relationship between neural activity and the quanta of 

expectation violation remains untested.  Although ERP methods are not well suited to 

single trial analyses, the FRN has been associated with theta band oscillatory 

perturbations in the medial prefrontal cortex.  Medio-frontal theta oscillations have been 

previously associated with expectation violation and behavioral adaptation and are well 

suited to single trial analysis.  Here, we recorded EEG activity during a probabilistic 

reinforcement learning task and fit the performance data to an abstract computational 

model (Q-learning) for calculation of single-trial reward prediction errors.  Single-trial 

theta oscillatory activities following feedback were investigated within the context of 

expectation (prediction error) and adaptation (subsequent reaction time change).  Results 

indicate that interactive medial and lateral frontal theta activities reflect the degree of 

negative and positive reward prediction error in the service of behavioral adaptation.  

These different brain areas use prediction error calculations for different behavioral 

adaptations: with medial frontal theta reflecting the utilization of prediction errors for 

reaction time slowing (specifically following errors), but lateral frontal theta reflecting 

prediction errors leading to working memory-related reaction time speeding for the 

correct choice.    
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Frontal Theta Links Prediction Errors to Behavioral Adaptation  

in Reinforcement Learning 

 

Investigations into action monitoring have consistently detailed a fronto-central 

voltage deflection in the Event-Related Potential (ERP) following the presentation of 

negatively valenced feedback, sometimes termed the Feedback Related Negativity 

(FRN).  A leading theory of the FRN suggests that it is reflective of the degree of 

negative reward prediction error (Holroyd & Coles, 2002) – that is, the degree to which 

outcomes are worse than expected.  However, alternative evidence suggests that the 

variance in feedback-locked ERPs are primarily due to positive prediction errors 

(Holroyd, Pakzad-Vaezi, & Krigolson, 2008).  It is possible that shortcomings inherent to 

the ERP methodology, including cross-trial averages and difference waves, have 

contributed to an opaque account of feedback related neuroelectric activities.  

Compounding this dilemma, difficulty in quantifying reward expectation may have led to 

untested assumptions.  Here, we quantified reward expectation using computational 

models of reinforcement learning.  These computational values were used to interrogate 

medio-frontal theta band oscillatory perturbations (arguably, the basis of the FRN) at a 

single trial level.   In this report, we present evidence that interactive medial and lateral 

frontal theta activities reflect the degree of reward prediction error in the service of 

behavioral adaptation.  Moreover, both positive and negative prediction error are 

reflected in frontal theta, but different brain areas use these calculations for different 

behavioral adaptations.   
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Similarities between the eliciting circumstances of the FRN and the functioning of 

the mesolimbic dopamine system (Schultz, 2002) have yielded an influential theoretical 

account of FRN generation based on reinforcement learning principles (Holroyd & Coles, 

2002).  Reinforcement learning theory suggests that the processes underlying the ability 

to learn to seek reward and avoid punishment in an uncertain environment can occur 

through trial and error, by using the difference between expected outcomes and external 

feedback to incrementally update internal representations of state-action values (Sutton & 

Barto, 1998).  The Holroyd and Coles (2002) reinforcement learning theory of the FRN 

postulates that the response-locked Error Related Negativity (ERN) and the stimulus 

locked FRN (which they term fERN) are reflections of the same generic high level error 

processing system, and that activation of feedback- and response-related systems are 

inversely related as learning progresses from reliance on external stimuli (larger FRN) to 

reliance on internal representations (larger ERN).  This reinforcement learning account 

specifically suggests that the FRN is reflective of the computation of negative reward 

prediction error – a signature of when events are worse than expected (Holroyd & Coles, 

2002; Holroyd, Larsen, & Cohen, 2004; Holroyd, Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, & Cohen, 2003; 

Nieuwenhuis, Holroyd, Mol, & Coles, 2004; Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, Holroyd, Schurger, & 

Cohen, 2004).   

One direct prediction of the reinforcement learning theory of the FRN is that 

single-trial variations in amplitude should reflect the degree of negative prediction error 

(Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis, Holroyd, et al., 2004), a postulate that has not 

been directly tested yet, possibly due to the cross-trial averaging procedure common to 
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ERPs.  Feedback from any condition that is not optimal, such as not gaining the highest 

amount when expecting inevitable gain, elicits an FRN (Holroyd, Larsen, et al., 2004; 

Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, et al., 2004).  The FRN is larger to unexpected or infrequent 

negative feedback (Cohen, et al., 2007; Donkers, Nieuwenhuis, & van Boxtel, 2005; 

Holroyd, et al., 2003; Potts, Martin, Burton, & Montague, 2006; Yasuda, Sato, Miyawaki, 

Kumano, & Kuboki, 2004); but see: (Cohen, et al., 2007), fitting with a reinforcement 

learning account.  However, FRN amplitude is not sensitively modulated by the 

magnitude of negative outcome between conditions (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; 

Hajcak, Moser, Holroyd, & Simons, 2006; Holroyd, Larsen, et al., 2004; Marco-Pallares, 

et al., 2008; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004).  Parametric changes in expectation of loss (three or 

more conditions) have been reflected by incrementally larger FRN amplitudes (Holroyd 

& Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis, et al., 2002), although this effect is sometimes minor 

(Holroyd, Larsen, et al., 2004) or non-existent (Hajcak, Holroyd, Moser, & Simons, 

2005), unless participants are primed to define their expectation (Hajcak, Moser, 

Holroyd, & Simons, 2007).  These discrepancies in parametric estimation and the 

absence of magnitude dependent modulation suggest that it is necessary to estimate the 

participant’s expectation in order to accurately predict FRN amplitude dependencies. 

Computational models of reinforcement learning that fit individual participant’s trial-by-

trial sequence of choices can provide reasonable estimates of these expectations. 

Another important determinant of FRN magnitude is whether behavioral 

adaptation is possible, and if so, whether negative feedback can be used to alter behavior 

(Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; Hajcak, Holroyd, et al., 2005; Holroyd, Krigolson, Baker, 
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Lee, & Gibson, 2009; Holroyd, et al., 2003; Yasuda, et al., 2004; Yeung, Holroyd, & 

Cohen, 2005).  This sensitivity to decision and action suggests that the FRN is intimately 

related to the utilization of punishment information in the service of behavioral 

adaptation.  Indeed, Cohen and Ranganath (2007) have shown that within-subjects, larger 

FRN amplitudes precede behavioral switches and this pattern qualitatively fits a 

computational simulation that used prediction errors to guide future behavioral choice. 

Furthermore, across-subjects, individual differences in FRN magnitude are predictive of 

the degree to which participants subsequently avoid decisions with negative outcomes 

(Frank, et al., 2005).  Variations in the morphology and amplitude of the FRN across 

studies indicate that the FRN is maximally sensitive to feedback eliciting a negative 

prediction error in the service of future behavioral adaptation, despite its reliable 

occurrence when outcomes are worse than expected more generally.     

Although the prevailing literature focuses on the sensitivity of the FRN to 

negatively valenced feedback, a recent study suggests that the major differences in ERPs 

during reinforcement learning occur on correct trials (Holroyd, et al., 2008).   Motivated 

by previous fMRI and EEG studies (Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, von Geusau, Heslenfeld, & 

Holroyd, 2005; van Veen, Holroyd, Cohen, Stenger, & Carter, 2004), these authors 

argued that the FRN reflects the same underlying processes as that ERP component 

associated with perceptual mismatch in an oddball paradigm, the N2, with which the 

FRN shares many similarities in terms of eliciting conditions, scalp topography, and 

timing (Donkers, et al., 2005; Holroyd, 2002).  This account suggests that a voltage 

positivity exists on better-than-expected trials and that occurs in lieu of the FRN/N2.  
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Indeed, a voltage positivity following correct feedback has been empirically observed and 

is sensitive to reinforcement-learning contingencies of events being better than expected 

(Eppinger, Kray, Mock, & Mecklinger, 2008; Holroyd, et al., 2008; Potts, et al., 2006).  It 

is clear that a formal investigation of prediction error in relation to both positive and 

negative feedback is necessary to begin to sort out these differing, and sometimes 

conflicting accounts of the EEG responses to reinforcement cues.  

One under-addressed issue in the FRN literature is the limitation imposed by the 

ERP signal averaging methods.  A growing literature suggests that ERP components such 

as the FRN may be reflective of stimulus-driven phase realignment and power increases 

of ongoing oscillatory activity, rather than a singular ‘burst’ event (Fell, et al., 2004; Le 

Van Quyen & Bragin, 2007; Makeig, et al., 2004; Makeig, et al., 2002; Sauseng, et al., 

2007).  While ERPs may not always be generated by the alteration of ongoing 

oscillations, the methodological means to parse these generative circumstances are 

fraught with ambiguity (Ritter & Becker, 2009; Sauseng, et al., 2007; Yeung, Bogacz, 

Holroyd, & Cohen, 2004; Yeung, Bogacz, Holroyd, Nieuwenhuis, & Cohen, 2007).  

Although one need not adopt an oscillatory view to examine activity at the single trial 

level, this perspective has the potential to provide novel insights into neurocognitive 

function as well as allowing methodological advancements that are not assessable by the 

ERP method, such as characterization of single trial activities and changes in presumed 

functional communication between brain areas. 

Both the ERN and the FRN have been shown to reflect a degree of theta phase 

consistency and power enhancement over the medial frontal cortex (Bernat, Nelson, 
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Holroyd, Gehring, & Patrick, 2008; Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Cohen, et al., 2007; Marco-

Pallares, et al., 2008; Trujillo & Allen, 2007), supporting the major postulate of Holroyd 

and Coles’ (2002) reinforcement learning theory that these two ERPs reflect the same 

generic high level error processing system.  We recently provided evidence that the 

medial PFC (mPFC) error processing system interacts with lateral PFC (lPFC) cognitive 

control systems following response errors via theta band phase synchrony (Cavanagh, et 

al., 2009).  A separate study also found theta band phase synchrony between mPFC and 

lPFC, which increased linearly with increasing conflict during a Stroop task (Hanslmayr, 

et al., 2008). These sort of network-wide coherent oscillations are thought to reflect 

entrained inter-regional activity, increasing the coordination of spike timing across 

spatially separate neural networks and presumably reflecting functional communication 

(Buzsáki, 2006; Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004; Fries, 2005; Womelsdorf, et al., 2007).  Theta 

oscillations may represent a general operating mechanism of medial and lateral frontal 

cortices involved in action monitoring and behavioral adjustment.   

In sum, the FRN has been proposed to reflect the degree of negative prediction 

error, but crucial aspects of this theory remain untested: particularly the quantification of 

expectation to allow trial-by-trial correlations between FRN and prediction error.  

Another account suggests that the FRN does not reflect the degree of negative prediction 

error; rather, positive prediction errors are reflected by other ERP components that act to 

obscure the N2/FRN.  Both of these accounts may be hindered by reliance on the ERP 

method of averaging over total ongoing voltage activities.  We propose that the FRN is at 

least partially reflective of theta band oscillatory perturbations in the mPFC that are 
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intimately related to expectation violation, behavioral adaptation, and interaction with 

lPFC cognitive control systems.  To test these differing and sometimes conflicting 

accounts, we investigated EEG activity during a probabilistic reinforcement learning task.  

EEG data were first converted to current source density to diminish volume condition, 

and then decomposed using time/frequency methods (wavelet convolution and the Hilbert 

transform) for investigation of single trial theta band power and phase relations.  

Performance data from the reinforcement learning task were fit to an abstract 

computational model (Q-learning; (Sutton & Barto, 1998), which estimated action values 

and prediction errors, providing a quantification of the degree to which events are better 

or worse than expected.  We present evidence that interactive medial and frontal theta 

activities reflect the degree of prediction error in the service of behavioral adaptation 

following both positively and negatively valenced feedback. 

 

Methods 

 

Participants 

All participants gave informed consent and the research ethics committee of the 

University of Arizona approved the study.  Participants were recruited based upon pretest 

materials given to undergraduate students in introductory psychology classes.   

Participants were invited to a screening session if they indicated low levels of depressive 

symptomatology on the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI score <7) during the pretest.  

The screening session was used to identify participants who fit the recruitment criterion 
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for the EEG session:  1) aged 18 – 25, 2) stable low BDI (<7) and no self-reported history 

of major depressive disorder, 3) no current psychoactive medication use, 4) no history of 

head trauma or seizures, 5) no self-reported symptoms indicating a possibility of an Axis 

I disorder, as indicated by self-reported computerized completion of the Electronic Mini 

International Neuropsychiatric Interview (eMINI: Medical Outcome Systems, 

Jacksonville, FL).  All participants received experimental credit for their participation in 

screening and EEG sessions.  A total of 75 participants were recruited for the EEG 

session reported in this study, although additional exclusion criterion reduced the final 

number of participants included in this study to 50 (see below). 

 

Probabilistic Learning Task 

The probabilistic learning task consisted of a forced choice training phase 

consisting of up to six blocks of sixty trials each, followed by a subsequent testing phase 

(Frank, et al., 2004).  During the training phase the participants were presented with three 

stimulus pairs, where each stimulus was associated with a different probabilistic chance 

of receiving ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’ feedback.  These stimulus pairs (and their 

probabilities of reward) were termed A / B (80% / 20%), C / D (70% / 30%) and E / F 

(60% / 40%).  Over the course of the training phase, a participant usually learns to choose 

A over B, C over D and E over F, solely due to adaptive responding based on the 

feedback.  

All training trials began with a jittered inter-trial-interval between 300 and 700 

ms. The stimuli then appeared for a maximum of 4000 ms, and disappeared immediately 
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after the choice was made. If the participant failed to make a choice within the 4000 ms, 

“No Response Detected” was presented. Following a button press, either ‘Correct’ or 

‘Incorrect’ feedback was presented for 500 ms (jittered between 50 and 100 ms post 

response). Although this timing may allow an overlap in the EEG between later parts of 

the response with early stimulus processing, immediate feedback may be necessary for 

adequate encoding of the action value in the basal ganglia (Frank, et al., 2005; Maddox, 

Ashby, & Bohil, 2003).  The participants underwent training trials (consisting of one to 

six blocks of sixty stimuli each) until they reached a minimum criterion of choosing the 

probabilistically best stimulus in each pair (AB ≥ 65%, CD ≥ 60%, and EF ≥ 50% correct 

choices).  This same criterion has been used in multiple prior studies with this task. 

Participants who did not reach this criterion by the end of the sixth block were moved to 

the testing phase regardless.   
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During the testing phase all possible stimulus pairs (ie. AD, CF, etc.) were 

presented eight times (120 trials total) and no feedback was provided.  Data from the test 

phase were only analyzed if participants selected the most rewarding stimulus (A) over 

the least rewarding (most negative) stimulus (B) more than 50% of the time when this 

stimulus pair was presented during the testing phase, since data from participants who fail 

this basic criterion are not interpretable (Frank, D'Lauro, et al., 2007; Frank, et al., 2004; 

Frank, et al., 2005).  This criterion removed 14 participants from the analyses.  In 

addition to the exclusion criterion for behavioral performance, participants were excluded 

if there were fewer than 30 EEG epochs in any condition (this excluded an additional 11 

participants).   

Data are 

only presented 

from the training 

phase of the 

experiment in this 

report, as 

feedback was only 

presented during 

the training phase.  

Note that the use 

of the terms 

“correct” and 

Figure 2. Q learning and the FRN.  A) Example Q-learning algorithm and 
reinforcement learning task symbols (green boxes are not shown to 
participants).  For example, if a participant picks stimulus ‘A’ and is 
rewarded, a positive prediction error will occur in relation to the extant 
action value.  This value will update, increasing the likelihood of choosing 
‘A’ in the future.  The next time the A/B pair is shown, if the participant 
chooses ‘A’ again and is punished, the negative prediction error occurs in 
relation to the action value (which was large in this case, resulting in a 
more negative prediction error).  B) Negative prediction errors have been 
proposed to be reflected by the Feedback Related Negativity (FRN) 
component of the ERP.  Feedback locked current source density ERPs 
show correct, incorrect, and difference (incorrect minus correct) waves 
from the FCz electrode.  The topographic map shows the power of the 
difference wave, averaged in window specified at the top of the graph 
(200-350 ms), demonstrating the timing and topography of the FRN. 
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“incorrect” throughout refer to the feedback, not to the optimal or accurate response (i.e. 

incorrect refers to the “Incorrect” feedback given on an ‘A’ (80% correct) stimulus, even 

though this was the high probability or optimal choice).     

 

Abstract Computational Modeling of Performance Data 

 The trial-by-trial sequence of choices for each subject was fit by a Q-learning 

reinforcement learning model (Sutton & Barto, 1998; Watkins, 1992).  Q-learning assigns 

expected reward values to actions taken during a particular state (i.e. choosing A when 

seeing an A / B pair).  We refer to these state-action values as Q values.   See Figure 2 for 

a depiction of Q learning.  As in Frank et al. (2007), this model includes separate learning 

rate parameters for gain and loss (correct and incorrect) feedback trials in the training 

phase of the probabilistic learning task.  These separate gain/loss learning rates (αG/αL) 

scaled the updating of the stimulus-action values separately for rewards and punishments.  

The expected value (Q) of any stimulus (i) at time (t) was computed after each reinforcer 

(R=1 for Correct, R=0 for Incorrect):  

    

Qi (t+1) = Qi(t) + αG [R(t) – Qi(t)]+ + αL [R(t) – Qi(t)]- , 

 

where αG and αL are learning rates from gains and losses, respectively, and which are 

multiplied by prediction errors to update Q values.  These Q values were entered into a 

softmax logistic function to produce probabilities (P) of responses for each trial, with 
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higher probabilities predicted for stimuli having relatively larger Q values, and a free 

parameter for inverse gain (β) to reflect the tendency to explore or exploit:   

 

Pi(t) = exp (Qi(t) / β) / Σj exp (Qj(t) / β), 

 

These probabilities are then used to compute the log likelihood estimate (LLE) of 

the subject having chosen that set of responses for a given set of parameters over the 

whole training phase. The parameters that produce the maximum LLE were found using 

the Simplex method, a standard hill-climbing search algorithm implemented with Matlab 

(The MathWorks, Natick, MA) function 'fmincon'.  

 

∑=
t

i tPLLE ))(ln(
, 

 

Since the best-fit learning rates and exploration parameters will differ between 

subjects, they will result in somewhat different predictions errors and performance. By 

choosing parameters that maximize the likelihood of producing the actions selected by 

the subject, the resultant model fits each individual subject. The parameters that produced 

the maximum log likelihood are selected, and the Q-values produced by this particular set 

of parameters were saved. Prediction errors (PE) for each subject were then computed on 

a trial-by-trial basis from the estimated Q value of the chosen stimulus at that time: 
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PE = R(t) – Qi(t), 

 

These prediction errors were then examined in a trial-by-trial fashion with the 

stimulus-locked EEG data. Characterization of model fits were computed as Pseudo-R2 

statistics ((LLE – r) / r, where r is the LLE of a chance performance model ((Camerer & 

Ho, 1999; Frank, Moustafa, et al., 2007)).  Two participants had poor fits to the Q 

learning model (no change in initial parameters, R2=0) and parameters were unable to be 

derived for prediction error.  Grand-averaged model parameters and fits are reported 

without these two participants.  See Frank et al. (2007) for further details on Q-learning 

model fits.  

 

EEG Recording and Pre-Processing 

Scalp voltage was measured using 62 Ag/AgCl electrodes referenced to a site 

immediately posterior to Cz.  Additionally, two mastoid channels were recorded, as were 

separate bipolar channels for recording horizontal and vertical eye movements.  EEG was 

recorded continuously in AC mode with bandpass filter (0.5-100 Hz) with a sampling rate 

of 500Hz.  Impedances were kept under 10 kΩ.  All raw EEG data were visually 

inspected by two researchers to reject bad sections with artifacts and to identify bad 

channels to be interpolated.  Data were then epoched (-1500ms to 1500ms) around each 

feedback onset in the training phase, these epochs were then cleaned of eyeblink and 

muscle artifacts using Independent Components Analysis from the EEGLab toolbox 

(Delorme & Makeig, 2004).  Epochs were then transformed to Current Source Density 
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(CSD) using the methods and functions of (Kayser & Tenke, 2006) (and also 

algebraically re-referenced to linked mastoids for analyses in the supplemental materials).  

CSD computes the second spatial derivative of voltage between nearby electrode sites, 

acting as a reference-free spatial filter.  The CSD transformation highlights local 

electrical activities at the expense of diminishing the representation of distal activities 

(volume conduction).  The diminishment of volume conduction effects by CSD 

transformation may reveal subtle local dynamics and also lead to more accurate 

characterization of local activities during the calculation of long-distance synchrony.  See 

Figure 2 for CSD ERPs (filtered from .5 to 15 Hz).   

Figures 3-5 contrast linked mastoid voltage ERPs, CSD ERPs, theta band filtered 

CSD ERPs, and Hilbertized CSD theta power for correct, incorrect, and difference wave 

conditions.  These plots highlight potential differences in condition-wide expectancy 

(which could contribute to component overlap) as in Holroyd and Krigolson (2007).  

There was no evidence for component overlap due to change in condition-wide 

expectancy or due to volume conduction in theta band filtered CSD-EEG, suggesting that 

these spatial and temporal filters effectively isolate phase-locked mPFC theta proposed to 

underlie the FRN. To assess whether this activity was specific to medial-frontal theta, and 

not in part influenced by later theta from parietal P3-related processes, we examined the 

distribution of CSD theta power over the interval from 200-400 ms. There was a 

remarkably consistent mid-frontal scalp topography, with no evidence of posterior 

contributions that would be expected if P3-related processes where contributing to the 

signal (see Figure 6). 
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Grand Average Time-Frequency Calculations 

Time-frequency calculations were computed using custom-written Matlab 

routines (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Cohen, Ridderinkhof, Haupt, Elger, & Fell, 2008) of the 

method described by (Lachaux, Rodriguez, Martinerie, & Varela, 1999).  The CSD-EEG 

time series in each epoch was convolved with a set of complex Morlet wavelets, defined 

as a Gaussian-windowed complex sine wave: )*2/(2 22 σπ ttfi ee −− , where t is time, f is 

frequency (which increased from 1 to 50Hz in 50 logarithmically spaced steps), and σ  

defines the width (or “cycles”) of each frequency band, set according to 4.5/(2πf). This 

convolution resulted in: 1) estimates of instantaneous power (the magnitude of the 

analytic signal), defined as Z[t] (power time series: p(t) = real[z(t)]2 + imag[z(t)]2); and, 

2) phase (the phase angle) defined as tφ = arctan(imag[z(t)]/real[z(t)]). Each epoch was 

then cut in length (-500 to +1000 ms peri-feedback) and baseline corrected to the average 

frequency power in each condition from -300 to -200 ms prior to the onset of the 

feedback. Power was normalized by conversion to a decibel (dB) scale 

(10*log10[power(t)/power(baseline)]),  allowing a direct comparison of effects across 

frequency bands. 
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Figure 3. Feedback-locked grand average signals at FCz for correct feedback: linked mastoid 
referenced voltage (.5-20 Hz), CSD (.5-20 Hz), theta band filtered CSD (4-8 Hz), and Hilbert 
converted CSD theta power (4-8 Hz).  All EEG traces have been baseline corrected to -500 to 
0 ms.  On the left, incorrect feedback traces are overlapped within each training pair (i.e. A: 
high probability; B: low probability).  On the right, all trials are averaged together (high 
probability=A+C+E; low probability=B+D+F).  A count of the number of epochs is included 
below.  Note that positive deflections in voltage and CSD ERPs are not seen in theta band 
filtered CSD ERPs, which are robust and phase-locked even after correct feedback.  There is 
no evidence for component overlap due to change in condition-wide expectancy or due to 
volume conduction in theta band filtered CSD-EEG.    
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Figure 4. Feedback-locked grand average signals at FCz for incorrect feedback: linked 
mastoid referenced voltage (.5-20 Hz), CSD (.5-20 Hz), theta band filtered CSD (4-8 Hz), 
and Hilbert converted CSD theta power (4-8 Hz).  All EEG traces have been baseline 
corrected to -500 to 0 ms.  On the left, incorrect feedback traces are overlapped within each 
training pair (i.e. A: high probability; B: low probability).  On the right, all trials are 
averaged together (high probability=A+C+E; low probability=B+D+F).  A count of the 
number of epochs is included below.  Note that positive deflections in voltage and CSD 
ERPs are not seen in theta band filtered CSD ERPs, which are robust and phase-locked.  
There is no evidence for component overlap due to change in condition-wide expectancy or 
due to volume conduction in theta band filtered CSD-EEG. 
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Figure 5. Feedback-locked grand average Incorrect-Correct difference waves at FCz: for 
voltage (.5-20 Hz), CSD (.5-20 Hz), theta band filtered CSD (4-8 Hz), and Hilbert converted 
CSD theta power (4-8 Hz).  All EEG traces have been baseline corrected to -500 to 0 ms.  
These difference waves are specifically calculated to partially control for event probability 
(Holroyd & Krigolson, 2007).  Expected incorrect activities are highlighted by subtracting 
high probability correct trials from low probability incorrect trials.  Unexpected incorrect 
activities are highlighted by subtracting low probability correct trials from high probability 
incorrect trials.  On the left, difference waves are overlapped within each training pair.  On 
the right, all trials are averaged together.  There is no evidence for component overlap due to 
change in condition-wide expectancy or due to volume conduction. 
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Two different types of oscillation phase coherence were examined: Inter-Trial 

Phase Coherence (ITPC) and Inter-Channel Phase Synchrony (ICPS). For convenience, 

we use the term ‘coherence’ when describing the consistency of phase angles over trials 

within a single electrode (ITPC), and the term ‘synchrony’ when describing the 

consistency of phase angles between two channels (ICPS), even though we do not assess 

the existence of zero phase difference for a textbook definition of ‘synchrony’.  ITPC 

measures the consistency of phase values for a given frequency band at each point in time 

over trials, in one particular electrode. Phase coherence values vary from 0 to 1, where 0 

indicates random phases at that time/frequency point across trials, and 1 indicates 

identical phase values at that time/frequency point across trials. The phase coherence 

value is defined as:  

 

ITPC =|
1
n

* e iφxt

x=1

n

∑ |, 

 

Figure 6. Topographic maps of Hilbert converted CSD theta power (4-8 Hz) 
following incorrect feedback (baseline corrected to -500 to 0 ms).  The distribution of 
theta power over the interval from 200-400 ms demonstrates consistent mid-frontal 
scalp topography, with no evidence of posterior contributions that would be expected 
if P300-related processes where contributing to the signal. 
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where n is the number of trials for each time and each frequency band.  ITPC thus reflects 

the extent to which oscillation phase values are consistent over trials at that point in time-

frequency space (power, in contrast, represents the intensity of that signal).   

ICPS measures the extent to which oscillation phases are similar across different 

electrodes over time/frequency. ICPS is calculated in a similar fashion as inter-trial phase 

coherence: 
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where n is the number of trials, jφ  and kφ  are the phase angles of electrode j and k. Thus, 

phase angles are extracted from two electrodes, and then subtracted: If the phase angles 

from the two electrodes fluctuate in synchrony over a period of time, their difference will 

be constant (i.e., nonuniformly distributed), leading to ICPS values close to 1.   

ITPC and ICPS values were computed as the percent change from the pre-cue 

baseline.  Note that wavelet convolution necessarily “smears” activity over time at the 

expense of better frequency resolution.  Values for statistical analysis were averaged over 

time and frequency in windows defined by the grand average wavelet plots in Figure 7 

(over the theta band (4-8 Hz), averaged across 200-500 ms, separately correct and 

incorrect trials). Topographical plots of the incorrect minus correct difference display 

these averaged values for each separate metric. Lateral electrodes of interest (F5/6) were 

selected based on a previous investigation (Cavanagh, et al., 2009); subsequent analyses 
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did not reveal any qualitative or quantitative difference between other lateral electrode 

pairs, as described below. 

 

Single Trial Time-Frequency Calculations 

 Single trial analyses of power and phase synchrony were computed using the 

Hilbert transform on EEG data filtered in the theta band from 5-8 Hz (using a zero phase-

shift filter), separately for the FCz (mPFC), F5 (left lPFC) and F6 (right lPFC) electrodes.  

A smaller theta band width was determined based on temporal constraints, allowing a 

minimum of 2.5 cycles of the lowest frequency (5 Hz).  Individual matrices were sorted 

according to the degree of prediction error (Y axis) separately for correct and incorrect 

feedback trials, which were then cut in length (X axis: -500 to +1000 ms peri-feedback), 

Figure 7. Grand average time- frequency plots show correct, incorrect, and difference conditions 
for: A) CSD power changes (FCz), B) phase coherence increases from baseline (FCz), and C) 
phase synchrony increases from baseline (F6-FCz).  A strong theta band increase in power, 
phase coherence, and phase synchrony can be seen following incorrect feedback ~ 300-500 ms; 
these effects are significantly different between conditions (as shown in the bar and line charts).  
Topographic plots show difference wave distributions (averaged over 300-500 ms) for the theta 
band. 
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and interpolated into a common time-frequency space for grand averaging; this method 

shows the amount of theta power (Z axis; “cold” to “hot” colors) for increasing degrees 

of prediction error (these figures are sometimes referred to as ERPimages), see Figure 8.  

Measurement windows for single trial values were derived based on windows defined by 

the wavelet-based analyses, the ERPimages and mathematical constraints for the number 

of cycles required for phase synchrony estimates.  Theta band power values were 

averaged in window of 200 

to 400 ms post feedback for 

each trial.  Theta phase 

synchrony was calculated in 

a window of 100 to 600 ms 

post feedback for each trial 

(at least 2.5 cycles of theta).   

Post-feedback Reaction Time (RT) changes were computed as the trial-to-trial 

difference in milliseconds (ms) between trials (subsequent trial RT minus the current trial 

RT), with higher values reflecting greater slowing.  This RT difference was computed for 

two different types of conditions: 1) “delay”, the next trial type of the same stimulus pair 

(i.e. the next AB pair following an AB pair, with a varied number of interspersing CD or 

EF trials), and 2) “immediate”, the subsequent trial of an opposite stimulus type (i.e. the 

next stimulus following an AB pair, as long as it was a CD or EF pair).  For statistical 

analysis, mixed linear models (MLMs) were used (via SAS Proc Mixed).  MLMs 

estimate the relationship between two variables (as beta weights) within each participant 

Figure 8. Grand averaged theta CSD power ERPplots from the 
FCz electrode for incorrect and correct conditions, smoothed 
and sorted by degree of prediction error.  
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in the first level; here we investigated single-trial level variables including PFC activities 

(phase synchrony or power), prediction error (coded as an absolute value), or reaction 

time change (immediate or delayed).  The second level may include moderating or 

condition-wide variables; here we included accuracy (correct, incorrect) and in the case 

of lPFC analyses, hemisphere (left, right).  Note that prediction error was coded as an 

absolute value in MLMs with an additional level for accuracy; this approach allowed 

assessment of both the unsigned magnitude of prediction error (main effect) and the 

direction of prediction error (interaction with accuracy). Outliers exceeding three 

standard deviations around each individual variable mean were removed prior to analyses 

(~1% of trials were removed on average).  Mixed model results are reported as 

unstandardized β, standard error, t statistic (β/SE), and p value.  Figure 9 shows the 

individual standardized beta weights and standard errors for the relationships of interest.  

For display purposes, select predictor variables were median split and the values of the 

dependent variable were averaged within the upper and lower bins (see Figure 10).   

 

Results 

Demographics and Performance 

Participants (N=50, 26 female) were an average of 19 years old (SD= 1.35).  All 

participants were right handed (as assessed by the scale of Chapman & Chapman, 1987).   

Participants completed an average of four blocks of training (SD= 1.6), and were 65% 

accurate (SD= 9%) in the Test phase.  There were an average of 127 EEG epochs of 

correct feedback (SD= 48.6) and 103 epochs of incorrect feedback (SD= 45.7) per 
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participant.  The average RT on trials with incorrect feedback was 1145ms (SD= 364). 

RT on trials with correct feedback was 1132ms (SD= 353); there was no difference in RT 

between these conditions (t<1).  The average learning rate for correct trials (αG) was .41 

(SD= .35), for incorrect trials (αL) was .19 (SD= .25), and the average inverse gain (β) 

parameter was .38 (SD= .31).  Average Log Likelihood for the training fit was -144 (SD= 

73), average Pseudo R2 was .18 (SD= .15). 

 

Immediate and Delayed Behavioral Adaptation Following Feedback  

Following positive reinforcement (‘correct’), participants chose the same stimulus 

again the next time it appeared 74% (SD= 11%) of the time (a “win-stay” strategy).  

Following punishment (‘incorrect’), participants were nearly evenly split in their choice 

during the next stimulus pairs, switching only 45% (SD= 8%) of the time (“lose-switch”). 

In contrast to the design of  Cohen and Ranganath (2007), this more complex 

reinforcement learning task required the slow integration of negative feedback (where 

punishment cues are only partially reflective of the true stimulus value); a strong lose-

switch strategy throughout the entire task would ultimately be counterproductive.  This 

pattern was evident in participant behavior, where switches following negative feedback 

occurred less than half of the time.   

There were no aggregate effects of behavioral adaptation in immediate RT change 

initially following negative feedback (post-incorrect M= 0.2ms, SD= 89; p>.9), nor was 

there a notable RT change initially following positive feedback (post-correct M= 16ms, 

SD= 67; p=.10).  By contrast, for the next repetition of a given stimulus after a variable 
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number of intervening items (delay RT), there was a general effect of post-error slowing 

and post-correct speeding for delay RT change (post-incorrect M= 26.89ms, SD= 52.89; 

post-correct M= -23.81, SD= 37.50; each was significantly different than 0, and 

significantly different from each other, p’s< .01), indicating an aggregate effect of post-

error slowing and post-correct speeding for repeated stimulus pairs of the same type.  

Delay RT changes occurred both in conjunction with the utilization of feedback 

and in the decision to switch or stay.  Delay RT was slower for switches after both types 

of feedback (correct-switch M= 25ms, SD= 169; incorrect-switch M= 15ms, SD= 12), 

but there was dissociation between accuracy conditions where speeding occurred on 

correct-stay trials (M= -35ms, SD= 54) yet slowing occurred on incorrect-stay trials (M= 

32ms, SD= 90).  Although the 2-way interaction for these accuracy-behavior 

combinations did not reach the standard threshold for statistical significance (F(1,49)= 

3.59, p= .06), the general trend of RT slowing for delay RT effects with the exception of 

RT speeding following correct-stay trials helps to interpret dissociation between accuracy 

conditions in single-trial brain behavior relationships.     

 

Grand Average Theta to Feedback 

 As expected, incorrect feedback trials had significantly greater mPFC theta power 

(FCz: t(49)= 6.47, p<.01) and mPFC theta phase coherence (FCz: t(49)= 2.8, p<.01) than 

did correct trials (see Figure 7).  A 2 (Accuracy: Correct, Incorrect) * 2 (Hemisphere: F5, 

F6) ANOVA for mPFC-lPFC theta synchrony revealed that theta synchrony was greater 

following incorrect compared to correct feedback (Accuracy: F(1,49)= 7.74, p<.01) 
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especially over right hemisphere (Interaction: F(1,49)= 8.84, p<.01; absent a main effect for 

Hemisphere p> .47), see Figure 7.  A similar 2 * 2 ANOVA for power between left and 

right lPFC revealed main effects for hemisphere and accuracy without an interaction 

effect (Accuracy: F(1,49)= 6.0, p<.05; Hemisphere: F(1,49)= 5.0, p<.05, Interaction: F(1,49)= 

3.23, p=.08), where power 

was greater after incorrect 

feedback in the presence of 

an overall right 

hemispheric bias.  There 

were no significant 

accuracy or hemispheric 

effects for theta band phase 

coherence in lPFC sites (p> 

.16).  Averaged theta 

activities did not predict 

averaged future behavior 

when switching or staying 

with the same stimulus 

choice the next time it was 

shown following incorrect 

or correct feedback (neither 

power at FCz, F6 or F5, nor 

Figure 9. Standardized beta weights (+/- SE) reflecting single-trial 
relationships as revealed by mixed model statistical tests.  Note that 
prediction error is coded as an absolute measure for display 
purposes.  A) The magnitude of prediction error is related to 
immediate reaction time slowing following incorrect feedback and 
speeding following correct feedback.  B) mPFC theta power is 
related to the magnitude of prediction error, and mPFC power 
predicts immediate reaction time slowing on the next trial.  C) Bi-
lateral synchrony between mPFC and lPFC sites is related to the 
magnitude of prediction error.  D) Right lPFC power is related to 
the magnitude of prediction error, and bilateral PFC power predicts 
reaction time speeding on the next trial of the same type (working 
memory-related speeding). 
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synchrony between F6-FCz and F5-FCz, all p’s > .11).  In sum, mPFC (power and phase 

coherence) and right lPFC (power and phase synchrony with mPFC) demonstrated 

greater theta band ativities following incorrect feedback, but neither of these effects 

related to averaged trends in behavioral adaptation.    

 

Single Trial Theta, Behavior, and Model-Derived Prediction Errors 

 As detailed in the methods section, mixed linear models (MLMs) were used to 

assess the single-trial bivariate relationships between pairings of PFC activities, 

prediction error, and reaction time change as a function of accuracy (and in the case of 

lPFC analyses, hemisphere).  Quantitative depictions of theta power, prediction error and 

reaction time change relationships are shown in Figure 9 as standardized beta weights; 

qualitative depictions and raw data values are shown in Figure 10.   

 

Prediction Error Predicts Immediate RT Change 

In a model predicting immediate RT change [RT = PE*Accuracy], the magnitude 

of prediction error was a significant predictor (β= 164, SE= 56, t= 2.9, p<.01), whereas 

accuracy was not (p>.13), with a significant interactive effect (β= -355, SE= 68, t= -5.23, 

p<.01) whereby reaction time was slower following increasingly negative prediction 

errors and was faster following increasingly positive prediction errors (Figure 9A).  Note 

these RT effects were found in relation to PE despite the fact that only choices, and not 

RTs, were fit by the computational model.  Delay RT change was not related to 

prediction error (all p’s >.21).   
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mPFC Theta Scales with Negative Prediction Error 

 In a model predicting mPFC theta power [mPFC = PE*Accuracy], theta power 

over the mPFC was greater with higher absolute magnitude prediction error (β= 1.38, 

SE= .49, t= 2.84, p<.01), and greater on incorrect trials (β= -2.28, SE= .11, t=-20.44, 

p<.01), with an interaction indicating that incorrect trials had the largest relationship 

between prediction error and mPFC theta power (β= -1.46, SE= .61, t= -2.38, p<.05).  

Negative prediction error directly scaled with mPFC theta power (β= 1.48, SE= .50, t= 

2.96, p<.01), but positive prediction error did not (p>.8) (Figure 9B).     

 

mPFC Theta Predicts Immediate RT Change 

In a model predicting immediate RT change [RT = mPFC*Accuracy], RT 

slowing was predicted by greater medial PFC theta power (β= 4.17, SE= 1.64, t= 2.55, 

p<.01), with no accuracy or interaction effects (p’s >.16) (Figure 9B).  Immediate RT 

change was not predicted by mPFC-lPFC synchrony (p’s >. 11).  Delay RT change was 

not related to mPFC theta power or mPFC-lPFC synchrony (all p’s >.21). 

 

Negative Prediction Error Does Not Predict Immediate RT Change in the Absence of 

mPFC Theta 

 To test whether the relationship between negative prediction error and immediate 

RT slowing [RT = -PE] is related to mPFC theta power, we accounted for the variance in 

immediate RT slowing due to mPFC theta prior to inclusion in an MLM with negative 
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prediction error [RT_residual = -PE].   Negative prediction error directly predicted 

immediate RT slowing (β= 147, SE= 50, t= 2.92, p<.01) but negative prediction error no 

longer significantly predicted immediate RT slowing after accounting for variance in 

mPFC theta (β= .22, SE= .13, t= 1.7, p>.05) (Figure 10A).      

   

lPFC Theta Scales with Absolute Prediction Error 

In a model predicting lPFC theta power [lPFC = PE*Accuracy*Hemisphere], 

theta power over the lPFC was greater in the right hemisphere following feedback, as 

revealed by a PE*hemisphere interaction (β= .97, SE= .42, t= 2.32, p<.05), absent a main 

effect for accuracy (p >.14) (Figure 9D).  Theta synchrony between mPFC and lPFC was 

also related to the magnitude of prediction error (β= .038, SE= .02, t= 1.99, p<.05) and 

was larger following incorrect feedback (β= -.01, SE= .005, t= -1.91, p=.05), but there 

was no PE*accuracy interaction (p>.13) or hemispheric specificity (p>.55) (Figure 9C). 

 

lPFC Theta Predicts Delay RT Change 

In a model predicting delay RT [RT = lPFC*Accuracy*Hemisphere], lPFC power 

predicted delay RT following correct trials specifically, where the RT for the same 

stimulus pair was faster (lPFC*Accuracy interaction: β= -6.24, SE= 3.03, t= -2.06, p<.05) 

without a main effect of lPFC power (p>.34) and without hemispheric specificity (p>.67) 

(Figure 9D).  There were no relationships between lPFC power and immediate RT 

slowing (p’s >.22). 
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Figure 10. Qualitative relationships between predictor variables (abcissa: median split) and the 
value of dependent variable (ordinate). A) Following incorrect feedback, the magnitude of 
negative prediction error and the amplitude of mPFC theta were directly related to each other.  
Both the magnitude of negative prediction error and the amplitude of mPFC theta predicted the 
degree of immediate reaction time slowing.  Medial PFC theta power may be a reflection of a 
system that uses negative prediction errors to immediately adapt behavior. B) Following 
correct feedback, the magnitude of positive prediction error was directly related to the 
amplitude of lPFC theta power. Lateral PFC theta power predicted reaction time speeding for 
the same trial type the next time it was encountered (after a delay).  Lateral PFC theta power 
may be a reflection of a system that updates working memory for stimulus value in the service 
of future behavioral adaptation. 
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These single-trial effects were robust across frontal regions.  Alternative 

electrodes were investigated based on the scalp topographies in Figure 7: more ventral 

(F7/8) and more dorsal (AF3/4).  The pattern of theta band relationships with prediction 

error and reaction time at these electrode sites was similar to F5/6. Although theta power 

on correct trials appears to peak earlier than incorrect trials (see Figure 8), no new 

findings were revealed using a 100-300 ms time window for single-trial analysis.  

Whereas previous investigations have noted beta band (17-25 Hz or 20-30 Hz) 

relationships to increasingly positive feedback (Cohen, et al., 2007; Marco-Pallares, et 

al., 2008), we did not find any relationships between beta activity (15-30 Hz) and 

prediction error or reaction time adaptation. 

 

Discussion 

This investigation revealed that theta band activities following reinforcement cues 

are related to both the magnitude of prediction violation and the degree of future trial-to-

trial behavioral adaptation.  This finding suggests that theta band activities in the frontal 

cortex are involved in the evaluation of positively and negatively valenced feedback in 

the service of learning and/or strategic adjustment.  Moreover, these theta band activities 

are reflective of presumed functions of the underlying, presumably generative, cortices: 

evaluation of punishment and immediate behavioral adaptation in the medial PFC, and 

working memory in the dorsal areas of the lateral PFC.  These findings may help clarify 

hypotheses advanced in the ERP literature that suggest a number of different, and 
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sometimes contradictory accounts of the voltage deflection to negative feedback, the 

FRN.           

Event-related theta band power and oscillatory perturbation occur with the same 

topography and time range as the FRN, and exhibit similar modulation to punishment 

cues (Bernat, et al., 2008; Cohen, et al., 2007; Marco-Pallares, et al., 2008). This 

perspective fits with other accounts suggesting that frontal midline theta activities 

underlie the ERN and predict subsequent behavioral adaptation following errors 

(Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Debener, et al., 2005; Luu, et al., 2003; Luu, Tucker, & Makeig, 

2004; Trujillo & Allen, 2007).  The oscillatory perspective would further imply that these 

distinct neuroelectric phenomena of the ERN and the FRN may reflect a similar 

underlying neural mechanism.  Theta band activities may reflect general mechanism of 

computation in the mPFC, which is modulated in response to punishment, error, and 

immediate behavioral adaptation. 

 

Worse Than Expected 

Theta activity in different cortical areas may reflect the utilization of prediction 

error in the service of behavioral adaptation. The magnitude of prediction error was 

linearly related to the degree of immediate reaction time adjustments: slower following 

increasingly negative prediction errors and faster following increasingly positive 

prediction errors.  Medial PFC theta power covaried with both the degree of prediction 

error and immediate reaction time slowing following errors, fitting with the proposed 

function of the mPFC and Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) in reacting to punishment 
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and immediate behavioral adaptation (Blair, et al., 2006; Bush, et al., 2002; Shima & 

Tanji, 1998; Wrase, et al., 2007). Synchrony between mPFC and lPFC sites was also 

related to the degree of prediction error and was greater following incorrect feedback, 

although this measurement did not specifically relate to reaction time adjustments.  

Medial PFC theta power may reflect the processes underlying the translation of 

prediction error for immediate behavioral slowing, especially following errors.   

Varying accounts suggest that the FRN is reflective of the degree of negative 

reward prediction error (Holroyd & Coles, 2002), and of the utilization of information for 

future behavioral adaptation (Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; Holroyd, et al., 2009).  This 

current investigation supports these basic propositions about the FRN as indexed by theta 

band power.  Bartholow et al. (2005) have additionally shown that between-condition 

alteration of expectancy can alter the amplitude of both the N2 and the ERN, suggesting 

that varied stimulus and response-related mPFC activities are also modulated by 

expectation.   Although two previous studies have failed to show modulation of theta 

band power to error feedback in conditions that might result in increasingly negative 

prediction errors (Cohen, et al., 2007; Marco-Pallares, et al., 2008) these investigations 

may have been similarly hindered as previous studies of the FRN due to the lack of a 

quantitative estimation of prediction expectation and the lack of behavioral dependency 

(see: Holroyd et al. (2009)).   

EEG source estimation of the FRN has implicated both the anterior and posterior 

cingulate cortices, as well as pre-supplemental motor areas (Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; 

Luu, et al., 2003; Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997; van Schie, Mars, Coles, & Bekkering, 
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2004). The ACC has been proposed to encode reward prediction errors after feedback in 

order to update predictions for use in guiding future behaviors (Cohen, 2007; Holroyd & 

Coles, 2002).   ACC activity has been shown to be reflective of prediction error in fMRI 

(Cohen, 2007), primate electrophysiology (Matsumoto, Matsumoto, Abe, & Tanaka, 

2007; Shima & Tanji, 1998), and intracranial human EEG (Oya, et al., 2005).  The ACC 

and surrounding mPFC may play a role in determining the value of exercised options 

based on environmental feedback (Glascher, Hampton, & O'Doherty, 2009), which may 

be used to drive changes in behavior when external cues indicate that new strategies are 

required (Paus, 2001).  In experimental settings, the lose-switch strategy has been 

highlighted as a specific reaction in ACC to positive punishment in both fMRI (Wrase, et 

al., 2007) and single cell recordings (Shima & Tanji, 1998).   

The sensitivity of the ACC to punishers may be an inherent feature of the process 

of integrating internal and external cues in the service of future behavioral adaptation. 

These functions are thought to occur in parallel with the more incremental, integrative, 

and potentially implicit, reinforcement learning processes of the basal ganglia (Frank, 

Moustafa, et al., 2007).  Punishers may indicate that behavior needs to be adapted in the 

future, whereas rewards may indicate that behavior is adequate - at least until the need for 

exploration of other rewards arises. A parsimonious account of the mechanisms that 

generate the FRN, and theta power as described here, may summarize these operations as 

being common to the processing demands of the ACC, which is particularly sensitive to 

errors, behavioral selection, and the conjunction of the two.  
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Wang et al. (2005) have shown that theta activity is generated in Area 24 of the 

dorsal ACC, where extremely local areas respond to error, conflict, novelty, familiarity, 

and stimulus-response associations in the time range of the FRN and ERN.  ACC 

generated theta activity has been shown in monkeys, being responsive to movement, 

reward, and lack of reward (Tsujimoto, et al., 2006).  Event-related theta power change 

and oscillatory perturbation may reflect the operations of the ACC and surrounding 

mPFC during outcome evaluation and action selection, especially when changing 

behavior following errors. 

 

Better Than Expected 

Participants tended to slow down following incorrect feedback and speed up 

following correct feedback when they were presented with the next stimulus pair of the 

same type.  This delay RT effect was not seen on the stimulus pair immediately following 

feedback but on the next appearance of the same stimulus following some delay, so we 

interpret these effects as being partially reflective of working memory for the outcome 

specific to the stimulus chosen (Frank, Moustafa, et al., 2007).  Reaction time speeding 

was specifically associated with win-stay choices, and may reflect the tendency to encode 

the positive stimulus-action-outcome association in working memory so as to repeat the 

selection in the future.  Although prediction error did not relate to the degree of delay RT 

change, both of these processes were associated with right lPFC power increases.  Right 

lPFC theta power covaried with the degree of prediction error after both correct and 

incorrect feedback, indicating that this area might be involved in calculating the degree to 
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which events are different than expected regardless of the valence of prediction error.  

Lateral PFC activities would thus be ideally suited for holding the value of the prediction 

over the delay for future behavioral adaptation, fitting with the presumed role of the lPFC 

in working memory (Braver, et al., 1997). 

This investigation did not find a unique signal over the mPFC when events were 

better than expected.  Increasingly positive prediction errors and increased magnitude of 

reward have been associated with greater power and phase coherence in the beta band in 

the mPFC (Cohen, et al., 2007; Marco-Pallares, et al., 2008).  We did not find any effects 

in the beta band in relation to prediction error or behavioral adjustment in this study.  

Holroyd et al. (2008) suggest that a positivity on correct trials occurs instead of an 

FRN/N2, and that this positivity is reflective of reinforcement contingencies.  While we 

didn’t observe any time-frequency activities at the FCz electrode that were greater on 

correct than incorrect trials, we did not investigate ERP effects that could be due to slow, 

non-oscillatory potentials or to component overlap.  In fact, our approach sought to 

diminish any possible component overlap:  the CSD transform and theta band filter act as 

spatial and temporal filters, as demonstrated in the supplemental materials.  Previous 

application of the CSD transform has indicated that response-locked positivities 

preceding errors (Ridderinkhof, Nieuwenhuis, & Bashore, 2003) may actually be 

reflective of a stimulus-locked positivity that is volume conducted over diminished 

response-locked negativities (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Vidal, Burle, Bonnet, Grapperon, & 

Hasbroucq, 2003).  While a similar volume conduction effect could be occurring during 

correct-related positivities, the present investigation is not suited to probing this effect 
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and we remain agnostic about the relevance this ERP component.  Future investigations 

may wish to directly identify a better-than-expected voltage component and then seek to 

determine the oscillatory characteristics and topography of the underlying event-related 

EEG.  

 

Mismatch and Prediction Error 

Technically, a system that responds to the magnitude of negative and positive 

prediction error in the same direction (such as lPFC theta) doesn’t compute a “reward 

prediction error”, which by definition requires a valenced signal (e.g., see axiomatic 

description by Caplin and Dean (2008). The absolute value of a prediction error, which 

seems to be reflected in lPFC theta, may reflect something akin to salience of expectation 

violation.  ACC activity has been shown to be reflective of both positive and negative 

prediction error (Matsumoto, et al., 2007), even though sensitivity to punishment and 

uncertainty may particularly characterize ACC function (Blair, et al., 2006; Bush, et al., 

2002; Shima & Tanji, 1998; Wrase, et al., 2007).  It remains to be seen if mPFC theta (or 

the FRN) is the actual reflection of mesolimbic dopamine-driven negative reward 

prediction computation, or if this signal is simply reflective of a general tendency of late 

ERPs and the underlying oscillatory perturbations to reflect mismatch (Friston, 2005), 

which is generated by cortex that is particularly sensitive to punishment and error.  This 

perspective suggests that the cortical activities underlying the FRN/mPFC theta could 

occur separate or prior to midbrain dopamine nuclei activities (Frank, et al., 2005), as 

opposed to being generated by them (Holroyd & Coles, 2002).   
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Parallels between the FRN and the mismatch N2 have been frequently noted in 

the literature, particularly due to the spatio-temporal pattern of these ERPs and the similar 

modulating factors.  As with the FRN, infrequency and degree of mismatch also 

modulate the N2, however, it is unknown if these eliciting events reflect alterations of 

different underlying neural processes (Donkers, et al., 2005; Donkers & van Boxtel, 

2004; Holroyd, 2002).  Holroyd et al. (2008) suggest that the FRN is simply an N2 that 

occurs to unexpected negative feedback, and that difference wave ERP variance depends 

more on positive than negative prediction errors.   We suggest that both the FRN and the 

N2 are partial reflections of mPFC theta oscillatory perturbations.  Here, we demonstrate 

that mPFC theta power following incorrect feedback is a reflection of a system that uses 

negative reward prediction errors to adapt future behavior (in line with the predictions of 

Holroyd and Coles (2002)).  

All of the fronto-central negativities peaking ~250 ms post-stimulus appear to be 

sensitive to a form of expectation mismatch, although this type of prediction error may 

differ in terms of action selection (control N2), attention (mismatch N2) and negative 

reward prediction (FRN) (see Folstein and Van Petten (2008) for a review of control and 

mismatch N2).  While these mismatch signals may reflect disparate processes in unique 

cognitive circumstances, all of these aforementioned processes have been specifically 

associated with ACC function, and these mismatch signals may be similarly reflected by 

mPFC theta oscillations.  A parsimonious account may surmise that mechanisms 

generating scalp-recorded fronto-central voltage negativities are common to the 

processing demands of the mPFC, especially the ACC, which are varied across systems 
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related to cognitive and motor control, attention, and reinforcement learning: but are 

especially active when using punishment and error signals to adapt future behavior.   

Conclusion 

This investigation supports the theory that the medio-frontal theta band activities, 

which presumably underlie the FRN component, are reflective of the degree of negative 

prediction error and subsequent behavioral adaptation.  Moreover, multiple neural 

systems may be involved in the computation of different types of prediction error and the 

utilization of feedback for different behavioral adaptations. Theta band oscillations may 

be reflective of these prediction error calculations in the medial PFC for immediate 

behavioral adaptation and in lateral PFC for delayed behavioral adaptation. 
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Abstract 

 

To examine how stress affects cognitive functioning, individual differences in trait 

vulnerability (punishment sensitivity) and state reactivity (negative affect) to social 

evaluative threat were examined during concurrent reinforcement learning.  Lower trait-

level punishment sensitivity predicted better reward learning and poorer punishment 

learning; the opposite pattern was found in more punishment sensitive individuals.  

Increasing state-level negative affect was directly related to punishment learning 

accuracy in highly punishment sensitive individuals, but these measures were inversely 

related in less sensitive individuals.  Combined electrophysiological measurement, 

performance accuracy, and computational estimations of learning parameters suggest that 

trait and state vulnerability to stress alter cortico-striatal functioning during reinforcement 

learning, possibly mediated via medio-frontal cortical systems.   
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Social Stress Reactivity Alters Reward and Punishment Learning 

 

How do individual differences in stress reactivity affect cognitive functioning?  

Substantial evidence exists to implicate stress reactivity as a curvilinear determinant of 

prefrontal executive and sub-cortical monoamine functioning, which are important for 

goal directed engagement with the environment (Arnsten, 1998).  The varying effects of 

stress on performance are often described as an ‘inverted-U’, but few studies have 

investigated neural responses that differentiate facilitative from debilitating effects of 

stress.  Increasing evidence has shown that both trait vulnerability and state emotional 

reactivity influence the psychobiological and neural response to social evaluative threat 

(Cavanagh & Allen, 2008; M. Kemeny, 2003; Lerner, et al., 2007; Pruessner, et al., 

2004), suggesting that these individual differences may differentiate facilitative vs. 

debilitating alterations in neural functioning.  In this report, emotional reactivity to social 

evaluative stress is shown to facilitate punishment learning in highly stress vulnerable 

individuals, yet impede punishment learning in less vulnerable individuals.  Stress-related 

alteration in a medio-frontal action monitoring system is identified as a possible 

mechanism by which this reinforcement learning bias is instantiated. 

 

Stress and the Anterior Cingulate Cortex 

 Located within the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex 

(ACC) is consistently activated in neuroimaging investigations of stress reactivity 

(Dedovic, D'Aguiar, & Pruessner, 2009).  It has been proposed that the ACC evaluates the 
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uncontrollability of a stressor (Amat, et al., 2005; Amat, Paul, Zarza, Watkins, & Maier, 

2006), subsequently determining stress-related subcortical monoaminergic responses 

(Pascucci, Ventura, Latagliata, Cabib, & Puglisi-Allegra, 2007) and hormonal reactivity 

(Diorio, et al., 1993; Radley, Gosselink, & Sawchenko, 2009).  Cavanagh and Allen 

(2008) previously investigated individual differences in stress reactivity and ACC 

functioning as reflected by the Error-Related Negativity (ERN), a scalp-measured 

electrical voltage deflection occurring ~80ms after an erroneous response (Gehring, Goss, 

Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993).  The ERN is generated by theta band phase resetting 

and enhancement (Trujillo & Allen, 2007) in the ACC and surrounding mPFC, and is 

thought to reflect the functions of an action monitoring system that uses signals of error, 

conflict or punishment to adapt future behavior (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Debener, et al., 

2005).  Cavanagh and Allen (2008) observed that under social evaluative threat, ERN 

amplitudes were altered in an inverted-U type fashion as a joint function of trait 

vulnerability (punishment sensitivity) and state reactivity (negative affect), with the 

highly punishment sensitive group additionally characterized by poorer post-error 

accuracy.  These findings suggest that ERN amplitudes may index stress-related 

alteration of ACC functioning, possibly predicting consequences in effective behavioral 

adaptation.   

 

Learning and the Anterior Cingulate Cortex 

A novel opportunity to test the interaction between altered ACC functioning and 

cognitive / behavioral consequence exists in the field of reinforcement learning, where 
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larger ERN amplitudes reliably predict behavioral accuracy in punishment avoidance 

learning (Frank, D'Lauro, et al., 2007; Frank, et al., 2005; Grundler, Cavanagh, Figueroa, 

Frank, & Allen, 2009).  During reinforcement learning, feedback- and response-related 

ACC activities become inversely related as learning progresses from reliance on external 

feedback (larger feedback-related activity to negative prediction errors) towards reliance 

on internal representations (larger response-related activity) (Holroyd, Nieuwenhuis, et 

al., 2004; Mars, et al., 2005).  This inverse temporal relationship is reflected in feedback- 

and response-locked event-related voltage potential and theta band amplitudes, and is 

thought to depend on the slow cortico-striatal computation of “action values” (Holroyd & 

Coles, 2002).  These phasic theta band activities during reinforcement learning allow for 

a measurement of ACC and mPFC systems involved in punishment avoidance learning.   

 

Stress, Biased Learning, and the Anterior Cingulate Cortex 

We hypothesized that in addition to being an apparent determinant of stress 

reactivity, altered processing in the ACC could bias the cortico-striatal computation of 

action values.  In line with this idea, recent computational efforts have detailed 

mechanisms by which PFC may bias striatal functioning during reinforcement learning, 

enhancing learning in the striatum when beliefs are consistent with outcomes and 

discounting learning when inconsistent (Doll, Jacobs, Sanfey, & Frank, 2009; Huys & 

Dayan, 2009).  While learning can be ultimately assessed by performance accuracy, 

different brain regions may contribute to performance across different time scales.  

Computational estimations based on trial-to-trial performance patterns have proposed to 
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parse PFC and striatal contributions during learning: separating the rapid, trial-to-trial 

adaptive (putatively PFC) learning rate expressed during training from the slow 

integrative (putatively striatal) learning rate revealed during subsequent testing (Frank et 

al., 2007b).  This latter, slowly integrative system is ultimately responsible for accurate 

action value computation, and is hypothesized here to be biased by stress-related ACC 

activities during training (Doll, et al., 2009; Huys & Dayan, 2009).  

In the current investigation, it was hypothesized that trait and state vulnerability to 

social evaluative threat may alter cortico-striatal functioning during reinforcement 

learning.   Altered estimation of reward or punishment values, mediated by stress-altered 

ACC functioning, may be a mechanism by which stress reactivity affects cognitive 

functioning.   

 

Methods  

Participants 

Participants were 50 students (26 female) with a mean age of 18.9 years (SD= 1).   

All participants gave informed consent and the research ethics committee of the 

University of Arizona approved the study.  Participants were invited to a screening 

session if they indicated low levels of depressive symptomatology on the Beck 

Depression Inventory (BDI score <7) during a pretest in introductory psychology classes.  

The screening session was used to identify participants who fit the recruitment criterion 

for the EEG session:  1) aged 18 – 25, 2) stable low BDI (<7) and no self-reported history 

of major depressive disorder, 3) no current psychoactive medication use, 4) no history of 
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head trauma or seizures, 5) no self-reported symptoms indicating a possibility of an Axis 

I disorder, as indicated by self-reported computerized completion of the Electronic Mini 

International Neuropsychiatric Interview (eMINI: Medical Outcome Systems, 

Jacksonville, FL).  All experiments were run by the same male lead experimenter (JFC) 

and a female assistant (varied).  Methodological details of electrophysioloical recording 

and analysis and computational modeling are the same as in Cavanagh et al. (2010) 

except where indicted. 

 

Questionnaires 

Pre-task questionnaires included questions about demographics and health, as 

well as the Carver and White (1994) Behavioral Inhibition Scale / Behavioral Activation 

Scale (BIS/BAS).  The BIS scale was the primary measure of trait-level punishment 

sensitivity (Cavanagh & Allen, 2009).  Post-task questionnaires included retrospective 

appraisals of emotional experience based on endorsement of an emotional adjective word 

list rated on a scale of 0 (not the slightest bit) to 8 (most in your life) (Cavanagh & Allen, 

2008; Gross & Levenson, 1995; Lerner, et al., 2007). All negative emotionality measures 

were aggregated (fear, nervous, anxious, afraid, anger, irritation, frustration, ashamed, 

humiliated, embarrassed, self-conscious) the coefficient alpha for the measure of 

aggregate negative affect was α=.91.   
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Probabilistic Learning Task 

The probabilistic learning tasks consisted of a forced choice training phase 

followed by a subsequent testing phase (Frank, et al., 2004).  During the training phase 

the participants were presented with three stimulus pairs, where each stimulus was 

associated with a different probabilistic chance of receiving ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’ 

feedback.  These stimulus pairs (and their probabilities of reward) were termed A / B 

(80% / 20%), C / D (70% / 30%) and E / F (60% / 40%).  Over the course of the training 

phase, a participant usually learns to choose the optimal stimulus, solely due to adaptive 

responding based on the feedback.  Under initial, benign conditions (T1), participants 

underwent training trials (consisting of one to six blocks of sixty stimuli each) until they 

reached a minimum criterion of choosing the probabilistically best stimulus in each pair 

(AB ≥ 65%, CD ≥ 60%, and EF ≥ 50% correct choices).  During the stress manipulation 

(T2), participants performed a fixed set of four training blocks before being moved to the 

test phase.   

To test whether the participants learned more from seeking reward (Go learning) 

or avoiding punishment (NoGo learning), a testing phase followed the training phase. 

During the testing phase all possible stimulus pairs (ie. AD, CF, etc.) were presented 

eight times (120 trials total).  Go learning was defined as the accuracy of choosing A over 

C, D, E and F (i.e., seeking A), whereas NoGo learning was defined as the accuracy of 

choosing C, D, E and F over B (i.e., avoiding B). These test phase accuracies are 

suggested to reflect the slow probabilistic cortico-striatal integration that occurred during 

the training phase, where effective estimation of stimulus-action value is particularly 
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needed to resolve the difference between stimuli with similar reinforcement values.  

Accordingly, high conflict trials were defined based on the reinforcement value 

difference between stimuli (a difficult choice relates to a small difference in 

reinforcement value) for high conflict Go (AC, AE, CE) and high conflict NoGo (BD, 

BF, DF), low conflict Go (AD, AF) and low conflict NoGo (BC, BE), similar to previous 

research (Frank, Santamaria, O'Reilly, & Willcutt, 2007; Frank, et al., 2005).   

 

Time-Frequency Calculations 

Time-frequency calculations were computed using custom-written Matlab 

routines (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Cohen, et al., 2008) of the method described by 

(Lachaux, et al., 1999).  The CSD-EEG time series in each epoch was convolved with a 

set of complex Morlet wavelets, defined as a Gaussian-windowed complex sine 

wave: )*2/(2 22 σπ ttfi ee −− , where t is time, f is frequency (which increased from 1 to 50Hz in 

50 logarithmically spaced steps), and σ  defines the width (or “cycles”) of each 

frequency band, set here to 3/(2πf).  Note that wavelet convolution necessarily “smears” 

activity over time at the expense of better frequency resolution.  Whereas our previous 

investigations have favored a Gaussian width (σ ) of 4.5/(2πf), here we utilize a width of 

3/(2πf) to better resolve the temporally proximal response-locked and feedback-locked 

theta bursts during training at the expense of better frequency resolution.  Estimates of 

instantaneous power were defined as Z[t] (power time series: p(t) = real[z(t)] 2 + 

imag[z(t)]2), which was then normalized by conversion to a decibel (dB) scale 

(10*log10[power(t)/power(baseline)]).   
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Stress Manipulation 

 The stress manipulation was initiated between the T1 (benign) and T2 (stress) 

tasks.  The social stress manipulation was designed to follow the criterion of  Dickerson 

and Kemeny (2004) to create a socially evaluative environment with overt displays of 

exposed failure while maximizing motivated performance.  Similar to the Trier Social 

Stress Task, this situation was uncontrollable in that the participant could not alleviate the 

evaluative tone.  Probabilistic tasks are often opaque and non-memorizable, facilitating 

the environment of uncontrollability.  Following the T1 (benign) task, participants were 

informed that they were going to “need to do 

this task again” and that “it is important that 

they try harder”.   The assistant set up a video 

camera on top of the monitor, and the 

participants were told that the experimenters 

would be directly monitoring their performance 

this time.  Both experimenters directly watched 

the participant and the video feed during the T2 

(stress) task (see Figure 11), the lead experimenter additionally made a check mark every 

time the participant received incorrect feedback.  Additional standardized prompts were 

used to pressure the participant: “Please keep your attention on the monitor”, “Just try to 

keep up with the pace”, etc. 

 

 

Figure 11. Depiction of the social 
evaluative threat stress manipulation 
during the second performance of the 
task (T2). 
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Abstract Computational Modeling of Performance Data 

 The trial-by-trial sequence of choices for each subject, for each task (T1 or T2) 

was fit by a Q-learning reinforcement learning model (Sutton & Barto, 1998; Watkins, 

1992).  As in Frank et al. (2007), this model includes separate learning rate parameters for 

gain and loss (correct and incorrect feedback trials) in the training phase of the task.  

These separate gain/loss learning rates (αG/αL) scaled the updating of the stimulus-action 

values separately for rewards and punishments.  The expected value (Q) of any stimulus 

(i) at time (t) was computed after each reinforcer (R=1 for Correct, R=0 for Incorrect): 

    

Qi (t+1) = Qi(t) + αG [R(t) – Qi(t)]+ + αL [R(t) – Qi(t)]- , 

 

where αG and αL were learning rates from gains and losses, respectively, and which were 

multiplied by prediction errors to update Q values.  These Q values were entered into a 

softmax logistic function to produce probabilities of responses for each trial.  These 

probabilities were then used to compute the log likelihood estimate of the subject having 

chosen that set of responses.  The best-fitting parameters were found with a standard hill-

climbing search algorithm (simplex method) by maximizing this log likelihood estimate. 

It has been hypothesized that PFC and striatal systems learn separate estimates of 

state-action values in parallel, with different effective learning rates (Frank, Moustafa, et 

al., 2007).  To address the issue of the hypothesized cortico-striatal system which slowly 

integrates reinforcement information during training, but expresses these learned 

probabilities during the test phase, a parallel Q learning model was used to estimate end-
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of-training Q values that correspond to test phase choices (see supplemental materials and 

Frank et al. (2007) for details).  Hereafter, these different types of learning rates are 

referred to by the phase they modeled to differentiate the putative functions of the rapidly 

adaptive system of the PFC reflected in ‘fit-to-train’ learning rates and the slow implicit 

cortico-striatal integrating system reflected in ‘fit-to-test’ learning rates. 

 

Electrophysiological Recording and Processing 

Scalp voltage was measured using 62Ag/AgCl electrodes, plus two mastoid leads, 

referenced to a site immediately posterior to Cz using a Synamps2 system (bandpass filter 

0.5-100 Hz, 500 Hz sampling rate, impedances < 10 kΩ).  Eyeblinks were removed with 

independent components analysis (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).  Epochs were then 

transformed to Current Source Density (CSD) using the methods of Kayser and Tenke 

(2006).  CSD computes the second spatial derivative of voltage between nearby electrode 

sites, acting as a reference-free spatial filter.  Time-frequency calculations were computed 

using custom-written Matlab routines (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Cohen, et al., 2008).  The 

CSD-EEG time series in each epoch was convolved with a set of complex Morlet 

wavelets, defined as a Gaussian-windowed complex sine wave: .  

Power was normalized by decibel (dB) conversion.  Epochs were baseline corrected for 

each frequency by the average power from -300 to -200 ms prior to the onset of the time-

locking event.  Values for statistical analysis were averaged over time and frequency in 

windows defined by the grand average wavelet plots in Figure 13 (over the broadly-

ranged theta band of 3-9 Hz: 0 to 100 ms for response-locked, 250 to 450 ms for 
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feedback-locked).  The electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded from a bipolar clavicle 

lead with the Synamps2 system and processed using QRSTool and CMET software (Allen 

et al., 2007).  Reactivity scores were computed as the difference between the average 

heart rate during the stress and the baseline tasks, computed separately for training and 

test phases of the tasks (T2 –T1 for training, T2-T1 for testing), to highlight stress-

specific heart rate change during task performance. 

 

Reinforcement Terminology 

 Hereafter, the terms reward and punishment are used as general terms for 

phenomena which either increase the probability of behavior (reward) or decrease the 

probability of behavior (punishment).  While more precise and historically accurate terms 

would be positive reinforcement or positive punishment, the field of “reinforcement 

learning” is construed to reflect both reinforcers (rewards) and punishers.  Thus, reward 

learning was measured by the phenomena involved in processing feedback indicating a 

response was correct, test phase Go accuracy, and learning rates for gain.  Punishment 

learning was measured by phenomena involved in processing feedback indicating a 

response was incorrect, test phase NoGo accuracy, and learning rates for loss.     

 

Statistical Analysis 

Data from each task were only analyzed if participants selected the most 

rewarding stimulus (A) over the most punishing stimulus (B) more than 50% of the time 

during the testing phase, since data from participants who fail this basic criterion are not 
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interpretable (Cavanagh, Frank, Klein, & Allen, in press; Frank, D'Lauro, et al., 2007; 

Frank, et al., 2005; Grundler, et al., 2009).  This criterion removed 8 participants from T1 

analyses, 5 participants from T2 analysis, and 12 participants from joint T1 and T2 

analyses.  For simplicity, Low and High BIS groups were created from a median split 

(median and mean rounded BIS score was 19).  General Linear Models (GLMs) were 

used to examine change over time (T2-T1) of high conflict accuracies and learning rates.  

To investigate the role of state-dependent affect, negative affect was used as a continuous 

moderator in ANOVAs for the T2 period specifically. For simplicity, bivariate 

correlations were displayed for significant relationships between variables and Fisher’s z 

tests were used to test for significant differences between correlations. Multiple 

regression was used to predict test-phase punishment learning accuracy based on frontal 

theta during training (values were centered and multiplied to test for interactive effects), 

additionally, BIS group differences in this brain-behavior relationship were tested. 

 

Results 

Demographics and Performance 

Table 1 presents performance means and standard deviations on each task.  There 

were no between-BIS group differences in T1 or T2 measures of performance (all t values 

<2), with the exception of T1 fit-to-test learning rate for gain, where the Low BIS group 

had a higher learning rate (Low BIS M= .55; High BIS M= .29; t(42)= 2.18, p<.05).  

Instead, stress-related effects relied on the moderating influence of within-subject 

variables, as detailed below. There were no differences in BAS scores between the two 
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groups (Low BIS: M= 41, High BIS, M= 40, t<1), nor was BAS correlated with BIS 

(r(50)= -.05). 

 

Model Fits 

Average model fits are as follows:  T1 training: LLE M= 114, SD= 79; Pseudo-R2 

M= .24, SD= .17; T1 test: LLE M= 63, SD= 15; Pseudo-R2 M= .25, SD= .18; T2 

training: LLE M= 114, SD= 37; 

Pseudo-R2 M= .31, SD= .22; T2 test: 

LLE M= 53, SD= 18; Pseudo-R2 M= 

.36, SD= .22.  There were no between 

BIS group differences in model fit 

parameters (all t’s < 1), nor were there 

BIS group differences in time on task 

at T1 (note that T2 had the same 

number of trials for all participants), or 

accuracy in either T1 or T2 tasks (as 

detailed in the results section).  

 

Learning Rates and Error Signals Predict Performance 

 Under benign conditions (T1), test phase loss learning rate negatively correlated 

with NoGo (r(42)= -.49, p<.01) and high conflict NoGo (r(42)= -.36, p<.01) accuracies.  

Test phase gain learning rate negatively correlated with Go (r(42)= -.44, p<.01) and high 

Table 1.  Task performance and learning rates 
(means and s.d.) for T1 and T2 conditions. 
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conflict Go (r(42)= -.42, p<.01).  These patterns demonstrate the proposed role of a low 

test phase learning rate for effective reward and punishment learning.   

   

Combined Psychobiological Stress Response 

 There was no difference in the mean heart rate reactivity in the stress vs. benign 

condition for training or test phases.  There were no between-BIS group differences in 

mean heart rate reactivity or negative affect due to the stress manipulation, yet significant 

variance in test phase heart rate reactivity was accounted for in a regression by the 

interaction of BIS group and negative affect (β=.26, t=3.19, p<.01). Heart rate reactivity 

significantly correlated with negative affect in the High BIS group only (r(20)=.61, p<.01), 

which was significantly different than the null relationship in the Lo BIS group (r(27)= -

.13, p>.50; Fisher’s z=2.63, p<.01).  This relationship between state-dependent 

emotionality and physiological reactivity demonstrates a combined psychobiological 

stress response in the High BIS group.   

 

Stress Effects on Reinforcement Learning 

 A 2 (valence: reward, punishment) * 2 (group: Low BIS, High BIS) GLM for the 

difference measure (T2-T1) of high-conflict accuracy revealed a significant interaction 

(F(1,36)=4.06, p<.05) with a significant simple contrast for the Low BIS group (p<.05), 

absent any main effects.  Figure 12A shows how the Low BIS group was characterized 

by both change towards higher high-conflict Go accuracy and lower high-conflict NoGo 

accuracy under stress; a non-significant trend in the opposite direction was found in the 
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High BIS group.  A similar 2 (valence: reward, punishment) * 2 (group: Low BIS, High 

BIS) GLM for the difference measure (T2-T1) of fit-to-test learning rates revealed a 

significant interaction (F(1,36)=4.72, p<.05) and no main effects.  

Decomposing the interaction found no significant simple contrasts, but the pattern 

depicted in the interaction is shown in Figure 12A, which shows how the Low BIS group 

was characterized by both change towards lower gain and higher loss learning rates under 

stress, the opposite pattern was found in the High BIS group.  This pattern is consistent 

with the idea that lower learning rates are required to integrate probabilities over trials 

and to successfully discriminate between subtle differences in probability, as required in 

high conflict trials. Similar GLMs for high conflict reaction times, low conflict accuracies 

and fit-to-train learning rates were non-significant (F’s<1), demonstrating the specificity 

of these findings.    

In summary, under stress, the Low BIS group was characterized by higher 

accuracy on reward trials and lower accuracy on punishment trials, the opposite pattern of 

results was found in the High BIS group (although only significant in learning rate).  

These patterns were specific to difficult valenced choices (high conflict, requiring a slow 

learning rate), fitting with the hypothesized long-term integrative process of the cortico-

striatal system. 
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Negative Affect Moderates Stress Effects on Reinforcement Learning 

 Under stress conditions (T2) specifically, similar 2 (valence: reward, punishment) 

* 2 (group: Low BIS, High BIS) GLMs were run with negative affect as a continuous 

moderator to investigate the interactive role of trait and state stress vulnerability.  A three-

way interaction was found for high-conflict accuracy (F(1,41)= 5.01, p<.05), yet the three-

way interaction for fit-to-test learning rate was only a trend (F(1,41)=2.86, p=.10).  A 

Figure 12. Performance and learning rate changes due to stress reactivity.  A) Under stress, the Low 
BIS group was characterized by the tendency for more accurate reward learning and less accurate 
punishment learning; this pattern trended towards the opposite direction High BIS group.   These 
same patterns are reflected more strongly in test phase learning rate changes, where lower learning 
rates are hypothesized to reflect more effective slow probabilistic integration.  B) The degree of 
negative affect during stress also differentially altered punishment learning: relating to poorer 
punishment learning in the Low BIS group yet better punishment learning in the High BIS group. 
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follow-up ANOVA for accuracy was split by valence.  No effects were found for high 

conflict Go accuracy, whereas there was a significant trait (BIS group) * state (negative 

affect) interaction for high-conflict NoGo accuracy (F(1,41)= 6.02, p<.05), absent any 

significant main effects.  Figure 12B shows how increasing negative affect was related to 

poorer high-conflict NoGo accuracy in the Low BIS group (r(27)= -.32, p=.10) but better 

high-conflict NoGo accuracy in the High BIS group (r(18)= .40, p=.10; Fisher’s z= -2.29, 

p<.05).   In summary, increasing negative affect moderated the diminishment in 

punishment accuracy in the Low BIS group yet the enhancement of punishment accuracy 

in the High BIS group. 

  

 

Figure 13. Time-frequency representations of EEG power at the FCz electrode.  EEG plots 
are shown for response- and feedback-locked events during training (T1 and T2). 
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Negative Affect Facilitates Internalization of Punishment 

To identify neural systems hypothesized to be altered by stress reactivity, theta-

band power metrics locked to the response and negative feedback during the training 

phase (Figure 13) were investigated within the context of trait and state stress reactivity. 

Negative affect was included as a continuous moderator in a 2 (locus: response, negative 

feedback) * 2 (group: Low BIS, High BIS) GLM for theta power.  There was a significant 

negative affect * locus interaction, F(1,41)=4.64, p<.05, absent any other interactive or 

main effects.  Figure 14 demonstrates how increasing negative affect was related to 

increasing response-locked theta power (r(45)= .32, p<.05), yet decreasing negative 

feedback-locked theta power (r(45)= -.21, p=.17; Fisher’s z= 2.5, p<.01), demonstrating 

greater state-dependent internalization of value across all participants (no group effects).  

Importantly, negative affect did not correlate with T2 accuracy during the training phase 

(p> .47).   

 

Figure 14. Increasing negative affect was related to a general pattern of greater internalization of 
punishment during training, as reflected by an increase in response-locked theta power and a 
concurrent decrease in negative feedback-locked theta power. 
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Internalization of Punishment Differentially Predicts Punishment Learning 

Multiple regression was used to investigate if T2 high conflict NoGo accuracy 

was predicted by response-locked and feedback-locked theta power (here, the difference 

score between feedbacks was used: incorrect-correct), and if this relationship differed 

between groups.  The three-way interaction was significant (β= .20, t= 2.03, p<.05).  

Separate between-group regressions for each theta measure were non-significant, yet 

within-group regressions were revealing.  In the Low BIS group, feedback-locked theta 

power alone predicted punishment learning (main effect: β= .06, t= 2.11, p<.05), the other 

main and interaction effects were non-significant (t’s<1).  In the High BIS group, there 

was a significant interaction (β= .21, t= 2.50, p<.05) where greater interactive feedback- 

and response-locked theta power predicted punishment learning, absent any main effects 

(t’s<1).  Figure 15 summarizes this interaction with median split values (+/- SE).  In the 

Low BIS group, only theta power to negative feedback predicted punishment learning.  In 

the High BIS group, an inverted-U effect of interactive response and feedback processing 

predicted punishment learning, where high total theta activities or low total theta 

activities predicted better learning. 
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Figure 15. Response and negative-feedback locked theta in relation to performance (values 
for interaction plots are median splits +/- SE).  In the Low BIS group (left column), theta 
power to feedback alone predicted subsequent high conflict NoGo learning.  In the High BIS 
group (right column), an inverted-U type interaction between response- and feedback-locked 
theta predicted subsequent accuracy in high conflict NoGo learning, where high total theta 
activities or low total theta activities predicted better learning. 
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Discussion 

 

This investigation revealed that trait level punishment sensitivity and state-related 

negative affect moderate the ability to learn to seek reward and avoid punishment during 

social stress.  Low trait-level punishment sensitivity was related to a tendency towards 

better reward learning and poorer punishment learning; the opposite pattern was found in 

highly punishment sensitive individuals (at least in learning rate).  These inverted-U 

effects were further bolstered by the finding that negative affect was inversely related to 

effective punishment learning in low punishment sensitive individuals, but these 

measures were directly related in more sensitive individuals.  These reinforcement-related 

learning alterations were specific to high conflict choices and fit-to-test learning rates, 

suggesting an alteration in the slow integrative process of the cortico-striatal system. 

 

Cortical Bias of Reinforcement 

One candidate mechanism by which individual differences in stress reactivity 

affect reinforcement learning may be due to altered internalization of error, conflict, and 

punishment in cortico-striatal action monitoring systems.   Mediofrontal EEG theta power 

demonstrated a negative affect-dependent shift towards diminished processing of external 

punishment cues and heightened internal processing of error and conflict during training.  

While this shift was present in all participants regardless of trait-level punishment 

sensitivity, only feedback-locked theta power predicted punishment learning in the Low 
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BIS group; the interaction of these theta metrics predicted punishment learning in the 

High BIS group.   

In the Low BIS group, increasing negative affect may have led to poorer 

punishment learning due to diminished utilization of external punishment feedback.  In 

the High BIS group, increased sensitivity to internal indicators of performance in 

conjunction with continued attention to external punishment cues led to better 

punishment learning.  Curiously, the exact opposite pattern of theta response (suggesting 

both lower internal and external salience) was also shown to predict better punishment 

learning in High BIS participants, possibly indicating that stress-related PFC activities at 

both ends of the inverted-U facilitate integration of action values. 

 

Reinforcement and Sub-Cortical Activity 

An acute stress-related increase in mesolimbic dopamine (DA) tone has been 

previously described in human neuroimaging experiments (Pruessner, et al., 2004; 

Soliman, et al., 2008).  Here, an enhanced reward learning bias in the Low BIS group and 

decreased reward learning bias in the High BIS group could also be related to tonic 

dopaminergic mechanisms.  A computational model of cortico-striatal functioning during 

this same learning task suggests that phasic DA bursts to reward are heightened by 

increased DA tone, increasing ‘Go’ learning via D1 receptor activities and facilitating 

motor execution to seek rewards (Frank, et al., 2004).  Conversely, phasic DA dips to 

punishment are exacerbated by decreased DA tone, supporting ‘NoGo’ learning via D2 

autoreceptor activity and inhibiting motor execution for punishment avoidance.  
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Increased DA tone is suggested to reflect coping with a controllable stressor, 

whereas decreased tonic DA is suggested to reflect reaction to an uncontrollable stressor 

(Cabib & Puglisi-Allegra, 1994). Critically, both the appraisal of controllability and 

subsequent regulation of DA tone may be determined by mPFC (Amat, et al., 2005; 

Amat, et al., 2006; Pascucci, et al., 2007).  The ACC has been shown to appraise 

environmental uncertainty and subsequently alter learning rates (Behrens, Woolrich, 

Walton, & Rushworth, 2007), and the PFC may even directly bias subcortical functioning 

to enhance belief-specific learning (Doll, et al., 2009; Huys & Dayan, 2009).  Here, an 

appraisal of stressor uncontrollability or a general expectation of failure in highly 

punishment sensitive participants may have lead to the bias towards punishment learning 

(and away from reward learning), partially mediated by a diminishment of mesolimbic 

DA tone and/or effective learning rate. 

 

Limitations and Future Directions 

 Manipulations of stress controllability are difficult to manage with human 

participants, especially when the task requires veritable interaction.  Here, we regretfully 

did not measure an appraisal of perceived controllability.  Future investigations could 

gather appraisals of stress controllability as well as manipulate the veracity or intensity of 

task feedback.  While we did demonstrate an important role of emotionality in 

mediofrontal systems during reinforcement learning, some aspects of hypothesized 

striatal and dopaminergic functions remain difficult or impossible to assess with human 

neuroimaging.  Social, cognitive, and behavioral neuroscientists should continue to strive 
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towards hypotheses that are able to be cross-validated and translated between 

methodologies and species.    

 

Summary 

An integrative explanation of the findings and possible mechanisms here revolves 

around the fact that the mPFC is intimately involved in appraising stressor controllability 

and environmental uncertainty, as well as adapting behavior to reinforcement.  The 

combined activities of this particular cortico-striatal system identify it as a focal node by 

which stress may be internalized to affect cognitive, emotional, and behavioral 

functioning. Dysfunctional stress reactivity may be a risk factor for prolonged affective 

distress, yet mechanisms underlying this process remain under-explained.  Stress-related 

alteration of reward and punishment learning systems – particularly the ACC - is a viable 

candidate for how dysfunctional stress reactive responses are translated into ongoing 

cognitive and affective distress in mental illness and addiction. 
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Abstract 

 

The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) is particularly reactive to signals of error, 

punishment and conflict in the service of behavioral adaptation and it is consistently 

implicated in the etiology of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD).  This association makes 

conceptual sense, given that MDD has been associated with hyper-reactivity in neural 

systems associated with punishment processing.  Yet in practice, depression-related 

variance in measures of ACC functioning often fails to relate to performance.  For 

example, neuroelectric reflections of mediofrontal error signals are often found to be 

larger in MDD, but a deficit in post-error performance suggests that these error signals 

are not being used to rapidly adapt behavior.  Thus, it remains unknown if depression-

related variance in error signals reflects a meaningful alteration in the use of error or 

punishment information.  However, larger mediofrontal error signals have also been 

related to another behavioral tendency: increased accuracy in avoidance learning.  To 

date, this error-avoidance system has not been tested in depression. In this investigation, 

the influence of depressive severity on the use of error signals for long-term behavioral 

adaptation was tested in 21 highly symptomatic, drug-free participants with current or 

past MDD.  The direct relationship between error signals and accurate avoidance learning 

was replicated; this relationship was tightly coupled as a function of depressive severity.   
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Depressive Severity is Associated with Stronger Coupling 

Of Error Signals and Avoidance Learning 

 

 Clinical neuroscience has the potential to advance the characterization of disease 

states away from idiosyncratic symptom-based criteria towards common brain-based 

nosology.  In alignment with basic research on motivation and emotion, Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD) has been characterized by alteration in reward 

(hyporesponsive) and punishment (hyperreactive) processing systems (Eshel & Roiser, 

2010).  Located within the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex 

(ACC) is consistently activated in neuroimaging investigations of reinforcement (reward 

and punishment), and it is strongly implicated in the etiology of MDD (Davidson, et al., 

2002).  

The ACC is particularly reactive to signals of error, punishment and conflict, 

especially when these are used in the service of behavioral adaptation.  One neural event 

reliably associated with ACC activity is the event-related voltage potential referred to as 

the Error-Related Negativity (ERN), a scalp-measured electrical voltage deflection 

occurring after an erroneous response (Gehring, et al., 1993).  The ERN is generated by 

theta band phase resetting and power enhancement in the ACC and surrounding mPFC 

(Trujillo & Allen, 2007), and is thought to reflect the functions of an action monitoring 

system that uses signals of error, conflict or punishment to adapt future behavior 

(Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Debener, et al., 2005).   
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Larger response-related error signals (ERNs) have been found in depressed 

participants (Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2008, 2010), especially during punishment conditions 

(Chiu & Deldin, 2007).  Paradoxically, depressed participants are characterized by 

deficits in post-error behavioral adaptation following error, conflict or punishment  

(Compton, et al., 2008; Douglas, Porter, Frampton, Gallagher, & Young, 2009; Elliott, et 

al., 1996; Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2007; D. A. Pizzagalli, Peccoralo, Davidson, & Cohen, 

2006), even in the context of larger ERNs (Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2008). Both error signal 

amplitudes and deficits in post-error performance have been shown to relate to the degree 

of depressive severity (Chiu & Deldin, 2007; Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2007).  However, null 

effects (Compton, et al., 2008; Olvet, Klein, & Hajcak, 2010; Schrijvers, et al., 2008; 

Schrijvers, et al., 2009) have led some to postulate that the ERN is modulated in a  non-

linear manner with symptom score: increasing in moderately depressed patients but 

diminished in severely depressed patients (Tucker, et al., 2003).  While this is a testable 

hypothesis, it may be equally important to simultaneously investigate if the use of the 

error signal for behavioral adaptation is altered in depression.         

Error-related mPFC theta activities have been proposed to act as a signal of 

expectation violation, acting a mechanism for instantiated communication with cortical 

and subcortical areas in order to adapt behavior.  Error-related mPFC theta is phase 

synchronous with lateral PFC (lPFC) areas, suggesting that these areas are transiently 

functionally linked in order to enhance cognitive control for immediate behavioral 

adaptation (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Cavanagh, Frank, Klein, et al., 2010).  Dissociation 

between larger error signals and poorer behavioral adjustment in depressed participants 
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suggests that this mPFC-lPFC coupling is compromised; indeed this has been found in 

one study (Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2008).  

However, larger error-related mPFC theta activities have also been linked to a 

second behavioral tendency: increased ability to learn to avoid stimuli that have been 

previously associated with punishment (better avoidance learning), especially for very 

difficult (high conflict) choices (Cavanagh, Frank, & Allen, 2010; Cavanagh, Grundler, 

Frank, & Allen, 2010; Frank, D'Lauro, et al., 2007; Frank, et al., 2005; Grundler, et al., 

2009).  This learning-related effect is suggested to reflect the involvement of the mPFC 

with basal ganglia systems during slow probabilistic integration of action values, and not 

with lPFC systems for rapid behavioral adjustment (Frank, Moustafa, et al., 2007).     

In contrast to the seemingly divorced mPFC/lPFC network, the functioning of this 

mPFC/basal ganglia network in depression is unknown.  This yields a novel and testable 

hypothesis: since larger error signals should lead to better avoidance learning, any 

moderation of this relationship by depressive severity would reveal altered functioning of 

this mPFC/basal ganglia network when using error signals for long-term behavioral 

adaptation. 

 

Methods  

Participants 

All participants gave informed consent and the research ethics committee of the 

University of Arizona approved the study.  Participants were invited to a screening 

session based on scores of the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI >14) during a pretest in 
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introductory psychology classes.  The screening session was used to identify participants 

who fit the recruitment criterion for the EEG session:  1) aged 18 – 25, 2) no history of 

head trauma or seizures, 3) no current psychoactive medication use, 4) stable high BDI 

(>13), and 5) to meet criterion for current or past Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) 

during a Structured Clinical Interview for the DSV-IV.  A total of N=22 (14 female) 

highly symptomatic participants met these criteria (11 current MDD, 11 past history of 

MDD) and completed the experimental tasks.  BDI score did not differ between the 

current and past history groups (current: M=22, SD=5.54; past: M=21, SD=5.54), the 

average age was M=18.91 years (SD=1.34).     

 

Procedure and Task 

 Participants performed a probabilistic learning task two times with different 

pseudo-randomly assigned character sets. The probabilistic learning tasks consisted of a 

forced choice training phase followed by a subsequent testing phase (Frank, et al., 2004).  

During the training phase the participants were presented with three stimulus pairs, where 

each stimulus was associated with a different probabilistic chance of receiving ‘Correct’ 

or ‘Incorrect’ feedback.  These stimulus pairs (and their probabilities of reward) were 

termed A / B (80% / 20%), C / D (70% / 30%) and E / F (60% / 40%).  Over the course of 

the training phase, a participant usually learns to choose the optimal stimulus, solely due 

to adaptive responding based on the feedback.  In the first task, participants underwent 

training trials (consisting of one to six blocks of sixty stimuli each) with the possibility of 

moving to the test phase prior to the end of the sixth block if they met the minimum 
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criterion of choosing the probabilistically best stimulus in each pair (AB ≥ 65%, CD ≥ 

60%, and EF ≥ 50% correct choices).  In the second task, participants performed a fixed 

set of four training blocks before being moved to the test phase.   

To test whether the participants learned more from seeking reward (Go learning) 

or avoiding punishment (NoGo learning), a testing phase followed the training phase. 

During the testing phase all possible stimulus pairs (ie. AD, CF, etc.) were presented eight 

times (120 trials total).  Go learning was defined as the accuracy of choosing A over C, D, 

E and F (i.e., seeking A), whereas NoGo learning was defined as the accuracy of 

choosing C, D, E and F over B (i.e., avoiding B). These test phase accuracies are 

suggested to reflect the slow probabilistic cortico-striatal integration that occurred during 

the training phase, where effective estimation of stimulus-action value is needed to 

resolve the difference between stimuli with similar reinforcement values.  Accordingly, 

conflict trials were defined based on the reinforcement value difference between stimuli 

(with more conflicting or difficult choices relating to a smaller difference in 

reinforcement values) for high conflict Go (AC, AE, CE), high conflict NoGo (BD, BF, 

DF), low conflict Go (AD, AF) and low conflict NoGo (BC, BE) (Frank, Santamaria, et 

al., 2007; Frank, et al., 2005).  All EEG epochs were time locked to responses during this 

test phase.  Conditions were split into correct (optimal response) and error (suboptimal 

response) trials. 
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Electrophysiological Recording and Processing 

Scalp voltage was measured using 62 Ag/AgCl electrodes, plus two mastoid 

leads, referenced to a site immediately posterior to Cz using a Synamps2 system 

(bandpass filter 0.5-100 Hz, 500 Hz sampling rate, impedances < 10 kΩ).  Eyeblinks 

were removed with Independent Components Analysis (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).  

Epochs were then transformed to Current Source Density (CSD) using the methods of 

Kayser and Tenke (2006).  CSD computes the second spatial derivative of voltage 

between nearby electrode sites, acting as a reference-free spatial filter.  Time-frequency 

calculations were computed using custom-written Matlab (The MathWorks; Natick, MA) 

routines (Cavanagh, et al., 2009; Cohen, et al., 2008).  The CSD-EEG time series in each 

epoch was convolved with a set of complex Morlet wavelets, defined as a Gaussian-

windowed complex sine wave: .  Power was normalized by decibel (dB) 

conversion.  Epochs were baseline corrected for each frequency by the average power 

from -300 to -200 ms prior to the response.  Values for statistical analysis were averaged 

over time and frequency in windows defined by the grand average wavelet plots in Figure 

16: 0-150 ms post response, 5-8 Hz).  
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Statistical Analysis 

Data from each of the two tasks were only analyzed if participants were able to 

select the most rewarding stimulus (A) over the most punishing stimulus (B) at least 50% 

of the time during the testing phase.  This criterion resulted in N=2 participants with data 

from the first run only (1 current MDD), N=3 participants with data from the second run 

only (2 current MDD), N=16 participants with data averaged over both tasks (7 current 

MDD), and N=1 participant was excluded (current MDD).  First, correlations were run to 

test for replication of the error theta – NoGo accuracy correlation.  Following the 

establishment of replication, the moderating effect of BDI on the error-NoGo relationship 

was tested using a repeated measures General Linear Model (GLM), with a within-

Figure 16. Time-frequency representations of response-locked EEG activity at the FCz 
electrode for correct (optimal) and error (suboptimal) response choices.  The time-frequency 
region of interest is indicated by the dashed line box.  The time course of theta power (5-8 
Hz) is shown below each time-frequency plot. 
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subjects factor for conflict (Low, High) and continuous moderators of error theta power 

and BDI score.  Subsequently, separate planned comparison GLMs split the NoGo metric 

into the anticipated high conflict and more inconsequential low conflict variants, BDI 

score was median split for ease of interpretation. 

 

Results 

 

   BDI scores did not correlate with train or test phase total accuracies or reaction 

times (p’s > .22), nor did they correlate with the valenced variables of interest: Go or 

NoGo accuracies (p’s >.48) or the conflict variants of each valence: high or low conflict 

Go or NoGo accuracies (p’s >.23).  Replicating previous findings, the theta power 

increase following errors predicted individual differences in NoGo accuracy (r(21)=.63, 

p<.01), with highly similar correlations for high and low conflict conditions (both r(21)= 

.53, p<.05), See Figure 17.  BDI scores did not correlate with the theta power increase to 

errors (r(21)= -.03, n.s.).   

 The moderating effect of BDI on the error-NoGo relationship was tested using a 

repeated measures GLM, with a within-subjects factor for conflict (Low, High) and 

continuous moderators of error theta power and BDI score.  The anticipated three-way 

interaction was significant (F(1,17)=7.75, p<.05).  Separate planned comparisons GLMs 

were computed for each conflict condition, with BDI median split into high and low 

groups.  The theta*BDI group interaction for low conflict NoGo accuracy was non-

significant (p=.20), but the interaction for high conflict NoGo accuracy was significant 
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(F(1,17)=4.54, p<.05).  Figure 17 demonstrates 

that this latter interaction was due to a strong 

coupling between error theta power and high 

conflict NoGo accuracy in the high, but not low 

symptomatic group. 

 Although the scatterplots show an 

outlying value, all parametric tests (Pearson’s 

correlations and GLMs) remain significant 

when this outlying error theta value was 

Winsorized to be 5% larger than the penultimate 

maximum value.  Additionally, nearly all 

essential correlations were significant when 

tested with non-parametric tests (see Figure 17).  

The moderating effect of BDI score on this 

brain-behavior relationship occurred in the 

context of nominally similar theta power values 

and accuracy rates (no correlation with BDI, 

independent samples t-tests for theta power and 

all NoGo metrics t’s<1), suggesting that 

differences in range between BDI groups was 

not a contributing factor.   A similar series of 

GLMs replacing symptom severity with 

Figure 17. Scatterplots demonstrating 
error signal – avoidance learning 
coupling.  Replicating previous 
investigations, individual differences 
in theta amplitude during suboptimal 
(‘error’) choices correlate with NoGo 
accuracy (comprised of both high and 
low conflict conditions).  When split 
into high and low symptomatic 
groups, this coupling was absent in 
low symptomatic participants but very 
prominent in highly symptomatic 
participants.   
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diagnosis (current MDD, past MDD) did not have any significant interactions (F’s<1) or 

differences in theta power or NoGo accuracies (t’s<1). 

 

Discussion 

 

Numerous investigations have shown that larger error signals predict better 

avoidance learning; here we replicate this effect and demonstrate that this relationship is 

tightly coupled as a function of depressive severity.  While this coupling is notably large 

in the high BDI group, the absence of this coupling in the low BDI group is perhaps even 

more surprising.  It is possible that low symptomatic participants do not effectively utilize 

error signals, yet highly symptomatic participants utilize them to excess.  The episode-

dependent nature suggests that this phenomenon might not reflect a risk factor, but rather 

a mechanism for the etiology and expression of depressive symptomatology. 

   

Depression, Errors & Aversive Learning 

A similarly powered study of depressed patients recently reported null results for 

measures of punishment adaptation and NoGo learning (Chase, et al. 2010).  These null 

results are convergent with the lack of direct effects reported here, which instead found 

that the coupling between error monitoring and aversive learning is what varies as an 

effect of depressive symptomatology.  The strength of this brain-behavior relationship 

likely reflects the degree of internal error calculations, which in turn is dependent on 

accurate and meaningful integration of the stimulus-action values.  That this putative 
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cortico-striatal facet of error monitoring is intact in highly symptomatic participants 

stands in contrast to the deficits in error adaptation linked to prefrontal systems in highly 

depressed participants (Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2008). Interactions within and possible 

dissociation between mPFC/lPFC and mPFC/basal ganglia networks could be discovered 

in the future by testing interactions of symptom score and error amplitude on behavioral 

outcome.  This method of linking the neural signals to behavioral adaptation is an 

important step to identify the true nature of altered error signals in disease states, which 

can depend on multiple different generative dynamics (Cavanagh, Grundler, et al., 2010). 

 

Manipulation of Errors & Aversive Learning 

In alignment with basic research on MDD, stress manipulations in non-depressed 

participants have elicited similar alterations in reward (hyporesponsive) and punishment 

(hyperreactive) processing.  Stress reactivity has been associated with a deficit in reward 

responsiveness that is similar to the deficit observed in depressed participants (Bogdan & 

Pizzagalli, 2006; D. A. Pizzagalli, et al., 2005).   Diminished ERN amplitudes and poorer 

post-error accuracy have been found in highly punishment sensitive individuals during 

social stress (Cavanagh & Allen, 2008), similar to the robust finding of poorer post-error 

accuracy in depressed participants (Compton, et al., 2008; Douglas, et al., 2009; Elliott, et 

al., 1996; Holmes & Pizzagalli, 2007, 2008; D. A. Pizzagalli, et al., 2006).  Using the 

exact same task and EEG methods reported here, a different study of social threat found 

that emotional reactivity to stress predicted an increase in high conflict avoidance 

learning in highly punishment sensitive participants; and both emotionality and high 
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conflict avoidance learning were linked to stress-related increases in mPFC theta 

(Cavanagh, Frank, & Allen, 2010).  Note that increased high conflict avoidance learning 

accuracy in the context of increased mPFC theta is paralleled between highly stress-

reactive participants in the prior investigation and the highly depressed participants 

reported in this investigation.  

 

Depression, Errors & Aversive Learning: What does it all mean?      

An integrative explanation of the findings and possible mechanisms reported here 

revolves around the fact that the mPFC is intimately implicated in the etiology of MDD, 

in the reactivity to stress, as well as in the adaptation of behavior to reinforcement.  The 

combined activities of this particular cortico-striatal system identify it as a focal node by 

which stress may be internalized to affect cognitive, emotional, and behavioral 

functioning.  Stress-related alteration of reward and punishment learning systems – 

particularly the ACC - is a viable candidate for how dysfunctional stress reactive 

responses are translated into ongoing cognitive and affective distress in depression.  In 

this investigation, we have identified a measure of how, and a possible mechanism by 

which, negative information is internalized in the genesis and expression of Major 

Depressive Disorder: error and punishment signals are increasingly coupled with the 

salience of “bad” outcomes. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

It is apparent that stress alters neural systems of reinforcement – but does this 

offer a model for the etiology of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)?  As with any 

broadly theoretical approach, the best conclusion that can be made from empirical 

evidence is a resounding “plausibly”.  It should be the goal of a dissertation to advance 

and support a novel hypothesis; it should take a career to advance and support theoretical 

constructs.  The series of investigations contained in this dissertation approached the 

overarching hypothesis with three small steps.   

The first step strongly supported the use of mediofrontal theta band activities to 

index the neural response to punishment during learning.  The theta band substrate of the 

Feedback Related Negativity (FRN) covaried with the degree of negative prediction 

error, and both of these abstract metrics predicted the degree of behavioral adaptation 

following events that were worse than expected.    Future investigations should aim to 

link these mediofrontal responses to other neural systems, especially basal ganglia D2 

receptors in the indirect pathway.  Given that both of these systems can predict NoGo 

performance, they are likely linked during the integration of punishment information. 

The second study discovered that social stress reactivity alters reward and 

punishment learning, with highly vulnerable (trait punishment sensitivity) and reactive 

(state negative affect) individuals demonstrating the biggest shift towards NoGo learning.  

While these mediating variables complicate the ultimate finding, it should be noted that 
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interaction of these exact measures was a priori predicted to result in the largest learning 

bias, based off of prior findings (Cavanagh & Allen, 2008).  Negative emotionality 

directly correlated with larger mediofrontal theta to responses, which was associated with 

high conflict NoGo learning in the most vulnerable individuals.   

Importantly, these effects were specific to high conflict NoGo learning, which 

implicates more effective integration of punishment information for increased accuracy in 

determining the stimulus-action value.  A similar alteration of learning rate for loss 

conditions provided converging evidence for effective learning from negative 

information.  The confluence of results from the variety of methods used here supports 

the hypothesis that stress reactivity induces altered salience of punishment information 

(as reflected by increased mediofrontal theta), leading to more effective learning from 

punishment (as reflected by lower ‘fit to test’ learning rates and better high conflict NoGo 

accuracies).   

Future investigations may move towards more ecologically valid indicators of 

increased avoidance learning.  Increased cortico-striatal reactivity to bad events may 

predict increased reactivity to avoidance and aversive behaviors: such as pain sensitivity, 

learned helplessness, and development of phobic behavior.  Conversely, the diminution of 

appetitive or approach motivation may go hand-in-hand with increased punishment 

sensitivity.  Either of these anxiogenic or anhedonic consequences of stress reactivity 

suggests increased risk for and expression of MDD.  Allostatic load theory (McEwen, 

1998) provides a theoretical basis for understanding the progression from “repeated hits” 

of acute stress reactivity towards system-wide adaptation of tonic alteration.  Allostatic 
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load of increased cortico-striatal reactivity to bad events may be a theoretical mechanism 

for how anxiogenic and anhedonic consequences can be translated into the ongoing 

affective distress of MDD. 

The third and final study demonstrated that the established link between 

mediofrontal theta and high conflict NoGo learning is moderated by the degree of 

depressive symptomatology.  While this relationship is curiously absent in moderately 

depressed participants, it was tightly coupled in more severely depressed participants. 

Note that increased high conflict avoidance learning accuracy in the context of increased 

mPFC theta is paralleled between highly stress-reactive participants and the highly 

depressed participants.  This small but important finding links episode-specific features 

of depression to the same confluence of mediofrontal (reactivity to error, punishment and 

conflict) and cortico-striatal (effective internalization of punishment information) systems 

observed in the stress reactive population. 

Future investigations will need to replicate and extend this effect, demonstrating 

that this finding is a reliable (and therefore valid) feature of neural systems in depression.  

Following replication, it may be possible to identify features of the cortico-striatal system 

that are tonically altered in depression or predictive of recovery, which would support an 

allostatic load type of mechanism.  Tonic alteration of cingulate areas may be a candidate 

mechanism for allostasis, given that depression is characterized by hypoactivation of 

dorsal areas, but hyperactivation of rostral areas predicts treatment response (D. 

Pizzagalli, et al., 2001). 
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In conclusion, an integrative explanation of the findings and possible mechanisms 

reported here revolves around the fact that the mPFC is intimately implicated in the 

etiology of MDD, in the reactivity to stress, as well as in the adaptation of behavior to 

reinforcement.  The combined activities of this particular cortico-striatal system identify 

it as a focal node by which stress may be internalized to affect cognitive, emotional, and 

behavioral functioning.  Stress-related alteration of reward and punishment learning 

systems – particularly the ACC - is a viable candidate for how dysfunctional stress 

reactive responses are translated into ongoing cognitive and affective distress in 

depression.  The novel integration of theoretical approaches and methods used here 

suggests that stress does indeed alter neural systems of reinforcement, and the specific 

alteration investigated here is implicated in the experience, and possibly etiology of 

depression.  In this series of investigations, we have identified a measure of how, and a 

possible mechanism by which, negative information is internalized in the genesis and 

expression of MDD: error and punishment signals are increasingly coupled with the 

salience of “bad” outcomes.  The approach used here is a novel advancement towards the 

characterization of disease states away from idiosyncratic symptom-based criteria 

towards common brain-based nosology. 
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